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Ottawa
VOL. XI.

Times.

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN AUGUST
A

TERRIBLE ACCIDENT.

Good quality glasses
in nickel plated

We

frame.

steel

have

all

strengths and can

fit

A

nearly anyone.

Mix-up at Sutifpiturk.

The Holland boys went to .SaugatuqU*
One of the most heartrendingacci- last Friday, accompaniedby a sufficient'
dent* of the Bummer Occurred at the
number of rooters to make it interest*
Chicago boat docks Monday afternoon iug for that little town. For seven in*
when Clyde P. Zalsman; the seven year nings everything went quite well,,
old son of Mr. and Mrs. F. Zalsman,
though in the first four Root was pretty
was caught under a moving freight hard hit. When Ball stepped into the
train and met a swift and terrible box it was all off with the Twin City

Spex

case

free with every pair.

death.

team. When

Mr. Zalsman L local agent for the
Graham & Morton company and his two
byys Charles and Clyde, were loft at
the dock to amuse themselves for a
while. Thoy bad often been warned to
keep away from the edge of the dock

Saugatuck rootersgot the umpire t0>
change his decision,by means of some
loud talking, and they then tried to
force our men to put out four men In
one inning, Ball and bis backers deei*
dedly objected and the game broke up,

GREAT

Alteration Sale!

in the seventh inning the

MORE ROOM NEEDED.

and from the cars, and had always card- the score standing 7 to 4 in favor of the
fully obeyed in this respect. While the Holland team.
boys, one of

whom

NO. 30

BASE BALL ITEMS.

Clyde F. Zulxman CriMhed Under Hie
Car Wheel* at the Chicago Dock.

25c

8, 1902.

alLTuT*

was 8 and the other

creasing
Ray Hale, the

5 years of age, were at play in the ware-

fast pitcher,who bails

°*>r store, as we need more room for our inlarge addition will be built to the store adjoining our present store in

t0ATake S°”e ?reat.(;han8'csin

trade. A

arch. This

the rear and connected by a large

down from Allegan, is now earning friOO
of them a month at Baltimore,with the Ameri*

house the switching crew pulled
a few cars to the

dock, one

this he failed, falling under the car

JEWKLKR AND OPTICIAN

Thu members

and

was stopped.
Charles ran into the office and
told his father that Clyde was under
the cars. When the cars were finally
brought to a stop, the lifeless body of
the boy was taken from under one of
them, having been wedged in between
the trucks and brake beam. The body
was almost unrecognizable.Coroner
Mastenbroek empanelled a jury composed of L Vissers, Will Botsford, H.
W. Cherry, John Elferdink, Jr., A. B.
Bosnian and H. W. Kiekintreld,who

eral rods before the train
Little

t

Waters

’ Mineral

FOR WEAK STOMACHS.
Openta, Veronica.
Hunyady Maty as,
Hunyady Janos,
Buffalo Lithia,

brought in a verdictof accidentaldeath.

White Rock Lithia,
West Baden Sprudel.
If we hav!nt your kind
get

it

The funeral took place Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock,Rev. J. T. Bergen

we*ll

officiating.

for you.

Mr. and Mrs. Zalsman have

MARTIN’S

S. A.

DRUG AND ROOK STORE.
River. Cit. Rhone

Cor. Eighth and

heartfelt

77.

mmmttmt’mttrmv

the

sympathy of the entire com-

munity on

this sad occasion.

ZWEMER-TE KOLSTE.

Eye, Ear, Nose and

Throat

** Specialist
DR. HUIZINGA
v.»>-

215 Widdicomb Building,

CorMr

Mrs. J.

J3.

Oggel, on East Twtlf street.

A company of

young

guests later in

joined the
the evening and a deladies

friends

BROUWER
4.

0. SCOTT
DENTIST.

32

East Eighth

St..

-

Holland. Mich.

AH operationscarefully and thoroughly
performed.
Hours, 8 to 12 a. m ; 1 to 5 p. m.
Evenings by appointment. Cit. Rhone HI.

4c

Alteration Sale

They Whitewashedthe Colored Team.
The Union Giants were treated to A
whitewash by the local
ball team on the diamond last Saturday
afternoon. The hard bitting coons
found the wonderful young twirler of
Holland for only one hit. Karsten was
in grand form and the backing he received made it possible for Holland to
shut out the Giants. The darkies blame
it to the great time they had In Battle
Creek the previous night, but they
played fast ball ju»t the same. The
idea that the game was sold to the Holland club is preposterous, for no team
would even allow itself willinglyto he
taken into camp the way the Giants

Dark and light Outing

coat of genuine

Flannel

DR.

F.

Good bark Calico

18 East Eighth

St.,

FIRST •01*3X88

DENTISTRY

Hours:

8:30

to

12

a.

m.;

1:30

to

5:30

p.m.

Evenings by Appointment
Ottawa Phone 33.

DEi G. A.

STEGEMAN

DENTIST.

and. ..

Wrappers, (S*,)
Alteration Sale ..........

100 p’rs great big

Alteration Sale ............

Blankets©^)

Alteration Sale ...........

Lots of other goods that must be closed out regardless of cost.

You know when we

trade.

of the above goods sold
Extra clerks to wait on

at these prices before

Monday morning.
~

EXTRA SPECIAL!

Two For MuNkegou
The Muskegon ball team, strength,

During

ened by some of the heavy players froni
line), for

this sale

we shall place on sale IOO Dress Skirts and Walking Skirts,

$2.48 and $2.98. These

none

sample

'

VANUERStUI
•• 0
4*

»4

1

6

1

1

1

1

'

It is

so

HIS

THROAT WITH A RAZOR.

wife at

the home of their daughter,

Mrs. H. Bor, two miles east of the city,
cut his throat last Thursday evening

The

old

77 years of age and was almost

He committed the

act

despondencyover his condition, having often threatened to make
an end to his earthly existence by bis
own hand. All sharp and dangerous instruments were kept out of his reach
and it is not known how he managed to
obtain a razor. He was found by his
wife, where ho lay on the Moor covered
with his own blood. The funeral took
place Saturday afternoon.

!

hole up near where the Muskegonites yacht club every night and card parties

2

were. Van der Hill got badly hurt but 'iDl,ie afternoon, while almost every *
pulled himself together and played cottage has been receiving guests and

game. Karsteu pitched! entertainin&in

times

The

poor.
score:
E

Holland—
Muskegon—

R
R
R H
non
o_m 8s
0 0 0 2-3

0 0
0 0
1
0
0 0
0 1
0 2 0 0 1 0

10 2-4 5

j.'

4i

2

There were

so successful

is

all

I

stomachs.

CON. DE FREE'S DRUG STORE.

their honor. It has!

excellent ball but his support was at b-eu the finest regatta week ever known

is

because it is the only Co& Liver Oil preparation
agreeable to

times, it was not until the ninth inning °Pen to the visiting yachtsmen.A
that they pulled themselvesout of a 1 dance has been on the program at the

through the

The reason Vinol

i

.

j

MACATAWA WON

3L3.

(a

skirts are worth double what we ask for them.

Cor. Eighth St. and Central Ave.

;

here.

Thc paper costume party given

at

the

I

club house Saturday evening was a briiliant affair, a large

number

of

members

and their friends being in attendance.

Wednesday the Holland team played Many of the ladies were: prettily gownAllegan team at Allegan before a ed in crape paper costumes,and their
large carnival crowd.
many-hued colors made a very pretty
This (Friday) afternoonthey are up picture when the dance was in progagainst Dickerson's bunch of ex-star ress. The party was pronounced a great
leaguers from Grand Rapids on the lo- success.
cal grounds. Tomorrow they will play
The beautiful yacht Venceuor capthe same team at Grand Rapids.
tured the Waukazoo cup, the first prize
the

OUT.

BUY YOUR-

Wedding Presents

On Tuesday Allegan will be here and iu the 100-milecruising race from Chicompeted Thursday the locals go to Ionia.
cigo which was finished at Macatawa
for the Foster Stevens cup on WednesHours: 8 to 12 a. m.; 1 to 0 p. m.
Sunday. The Vencedor is owned by. F.
day, the Macutawa, Raven, Bay- HornA. Price, a member of the Columbia
OLD SETTLER'S PICNIC.
lr, Problem and Defiance.The course
Use F. M. 0. CofTocs.
The old settlers picnic and ann- Yacht Club of Chicago, and is the Hag
over the bay route wassailed noon after
ual meeting will take place on ship of their licet.
11 o’clock. The Macatawa was in the
The second prize, a Chelsea ship’s
Ice Crfiun Soda.
Thursday, August 14th inst. at 10
lead throughoutand won the first race,
o’clock A. xM. at Macatawa Bark boll-strikingclock, offered to contestWe aim to dispense the finest lee finishingthe course at 12:i«. The RaAuditorium. Speakers: Rev. J. ants under thirty feet, was awarded to
Cream Soda in the city. H. W. Kickven finished at 12:40:21. The judges
intveld,28 East Eighth street.
F. Zwemcr.— Rev. G. H. Dubbink the Columbia,owned by Quinlan, Ruwere Commodore Fred Price and Vice
and others. The Holland old sett- pee & Hood.
CommodoreF. J. McGuire of the Colers organization of Grand Rapids The schooner Alice, owned by E. P.
IlolUf hiiU Lot for Half.
lumbia Yacht Club, and W. L. Sheperd.
are expected to meet with us. A Warner, captured the third prize, a
A good house and lot on East Fourlarge atteudence is expected. Tick- rubber-tiredship’s cannon with a 13teenth street for sale. Enquire of
LOW RATES TO GRAND RAPIDS.
ets
at reduced rates will be sold for inch mahogany case.
,
B. S. E. Takken,
Beginning this week Monday# the that day, within two days before The three prizes, which are considBlacksmith, corner Central ave. and
Ninth street.
Grand Rapids, Holland & Lake Michi- the 14th to all who may wish to at- ered very valuable, were presentedto
gan Railway Company has inaugurated tend, and will be for sale in Holland the Macatawa Bay Yacht Club as
Feed Mill For Hitlf.
special low round trip rates between
at A. B. Bosnian’s clothing store, trophies for the big race by Judge J? C.
A good feed mill, engine and boiler Grand Rapids and Holland, every Mon- Zeeland by John Huizinga, Vries- Everett of Chicago and Attorney J. C.
lor sale at a bargain. For particulars day and Friday during the summer seaiand, Wm. Borst, Drenthc at J. Post of Holland, owners of the no.w reenquire at City Mills, Holland: 29-tf
son. On those days round trip tickets Riddering’sstore, Beaverdam,Win. sort Waukazoo.
can be purchased at the local office at Vander Meulen’s store, JamesThe fleet made a handsome showing
Ask for F. M. C. Coffees.
50 cents, including the ride in the city
town, Henry De Kleine’s store, last Sunday evening, as the yachts,
limits at Grand Rapids. This low rate
Forest Grove by E. Van Der Wall. with colors flying, lay at anchor in the
GIRLS WANTED-At Van Tongcbay. The docks were peopled with rewill undoubtedly make those two days
J. Den Herder Brest.
ren’s cigar factory, 12 East Eighth
Breathes there a man with soul so dead,
very popular with the people who wish
sorters interestedin the race, and the
»treet- __
23-tf
to visit (-rand Rapids on business or
Makes the fires of life burn with a yachts and yachtsmen were the center has said : *
steady glow. Renews the golden hap- of admiration and interest. The race
pleasure.
NOTICE!
The best Soda can be
py days of youth.
That’s what
--niiav Rocky
1VUUHV is an annual event of great importance
Dr. P. S. Ledeboerhas no office this
Tr“
JJ
"ea does.
35 cents. Haau
WANTED— Girl for light housekeep Mountain
in Lake Michigan yachting circles.
Ing. Easy place. Apply immediately Bros.
at postoffice, box 7, Macatawa Park.
Ask for F. M. C. Coffees.
Try F. M. C. Coffees.
206 RIVER STREET.
Ojjkc over 210 River St, Oil.

ad-

we mean business. First comers get best pick.

None

R H E
Holland- 021 0 1000 *-4 52
U. Giants— 00000000 0—0 1 3

liclr/k

in a fit of

AND PRICES RIGHT.

Alteration Sale ..........

|

entirely blind.
Holland. Mich.

Alteration Sale ...........

..

-'A yds. Bleached Sheeting

\ertise a sa.e

Ol/i

All our 7c and 8c Dimities

S1.25

AlterationSale 4c

score:,

uunauu

man was

DENTIST.

.

Hose

Children’s Black

Gingham

Alteration Sale ............ Qc

All our 10c and 12c Dimities

Alteration Sale .......

itan for Chicago, taking the electric the locals pay for a couple of bad errors
car to the Park where they went to the tune of 2 runs. Ball pitched well
aboard. They wore accompanied to the but the fielding was not up to the averPark by about thirty of the younger age. At the end of the game the scorewedding guests who copiouslyshowered board looked like this:
, ,, WEEKiv
REGATTA
them with rice and cleared the way as
iv
R n
H E ; Regatta week at Macatawa Park has £
they advanced. The young couple will Holland—
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—1 .9
})een composed of a succession of enterenjoy a three weeks’ honeymoon at HolMuskegon— 00020000 0—2 9 tainiug on the part of the fair hostesses
land, Nebraska, where the parents of
The game on Tuesday was also hard at ^ie resorts. Never before has the
the groom reside. They will be at home
T . 1. WP.pli
#r«>
played fltl
on t.Vwi
the \f
Muskegon side. Luther
week VlPOn
been CM
so filler?
filledwith festive
activity,
;
in the Reformed parsonage at Ebenezer
was pitching and, though the locals All hotels,Macatawa,Ottawa, Virginia
in the early part of September.
landed on the ball quite freely some
and Waukazoo, have been thrown

and thus committed suicide.

M. GILLESPIE,

'/«

The best 10c

from

Jacob Jacobs, residing with his aged

^lUts

1

A
.. Jc

Alteration Sale ..........

Alteration Sale ............Ifc

were Saturday.

awe**"'

CUT

Central

4

Good Shaker Flannel

t,

M. JAMES

ffreat changes in the entire store. The
Stocks must be reduced in a hurry.

weeks.

;...TC

Alteration Sale ........

lightful time was spent.

The

This

.

in a couple of

a Ladles’ Cloak Room

Just a Few Sample Prices:
Good yard-wide Bleached Cotton i % Good Apron Gingham

Friday evening at the home of Mr. and

freshments were served. The presents ballplaying.
received were numerous and costly.
On Monday the Muskegonites with
The bride and groom left on the Pur- long Johnson ih the pitcher'sbox made

READ AD OF

ON PAGE

Base Ball Club

Grand Rapids, came here for • Ur
Chicago, days’ series of games this week Mot
Grand Rap|A*» Grand Raven, Zeeland,. day aid Tuesday and took two falls

among them

of Monroe ipd Market $U.

JAS. A.

The marriageof Henrietta A Zwemerand Rev. G. Te Kolstc was solemnized Wednesday evening at the home
of the bride’s parents, Rev. and Mrs.
James P. Zwemcr, the father of the
bride officiating.Rev. Zwemcr was assisted by Rev. G. H. Dubbink and Rev.
A. Zwcmer, grandfatherof the bride.
Over one hundred guests were present,

of the

were pleasantlyentertainedat dinner

being dragged along a distance of sevC'ornvr Eighth Si. anil CentralA ve.

masons amf Fun,,Shl"g Goofs’
masons and carpenters will be here

can League team of that city.

on which Clyde tried
to climb while it was in motion. In
loaded coal car,

will be fitted up for

five boats that

-AT-

U

t

STEVENSON'S

i

Jewelry Store.

.

__

’

|L

-

---

who

never to himself

had

AT DAMSON & CALKIN’S,

M * MAMTIWO,

rrvdlvrra,tbft rioter* poured tit |»
lloomen, who fired upon then rapret
cdly. The nffleerawere finally
polled to fly for tlielr Uvea. SkitUf
Holdall wai compelled to take votige
at *lic Ferguson hotel where b§ wtl
besieged for two hours
According to ths Latest Nows
The foregoing, however, la mt tbe
ths Battle of Agua Oulce,
way the U. M. W. officials look at It

f

m ll&d.Mkdum.

§mCM, WAfMMLY BLOCK, EIGHTH ST. In RtadlntM

ItTinW

ftMM Md« kBOVB OB AppIlOOllOB

Jflr BBtotodAl the poat o»oe et iHollend,
afiL. for tnaAlatfoB Urooch the mill! e>

ill

nlmaettei.

Any Moro Out*
brooks of Riot and Mobs
U. M. W. CommitteemanDougherty
at Shsnandoah.
made a full report of the matter ta
for

HOVE TO HAVE THEM

Lsadm

Estsnt tht Prttsnet of

tht Soldlin.
Seeteh «DH» Stoae.**
Injunction Now Strikes at the Head
Tear* ago a Scotch great-grandpa
of the II. Mi W.— Points of One
brought to America a piece of sand
Granted by Judge
rock that some persona thought was
Keller.
Intended for a grlndatone.What caused
them to think so was not liecaoae It
was round, but on the upper side Mt
Harrisburg. Pa., Aug. 4.— Governor
was hollowed oat like s saucer, and
Stone has made tbe following reply
tbs other side had a small projection
to tbe request of the ottictiilsof dislike a chocolate drop in shape and
Mas. Soon this was discovered to be trict No. 0 of tbe United Mine Workwhat is termed a “drip stone" and ers, asking for tbe mull of the troops
when set In a shady place and the at Shenandoah:
“Harrisburg, Pa.. Aug. 2, 1H02.—
•aocer side filled with water will dcItrer crystalpure and cold drops

from

ths underside. The water la absolutely
daan and pure as the result of this
homely process. The Idea was originally taken from the orientals, no doubt
—New York Press.

Miles Dougherty, et al: Yours of the
31st ultimo requesting the mall of tbe
trooiw was duly received.U|ioii full
considerationof tlie letter 1 inn of the
opinion that It would not In> wise nor
safe to withdraw the troops at pres-

ent.

W. A. STONE,"

The governor left in the afternoon
tare to Pleaas One.
for AtlanticCity to spend Sunday. He
George Belwyn, tbe famous English
said he believedthere would be no furwit aid man about town, took an exther trouble in tbe strike region. Ho
traordinary Interest In deathbed scenes,
will return to llaiTisburgon Monday.
criminal executions and funerals,and
In MJesae’s Memoirs" the story la told
of him that when the first Lord Holland was dying and learned that Selwyn bad called to Inquire after his
health he said: ‘The next time Mr.
Belwyn calls show him up. If 1 am
alive, I shall be delighted to see him,
and If 1 am dead he will be glad to aee

&

Shanumloali,Pa., Aug. L— Twelve
hundred state troops are encamped on
u hill overlooking Shenandoah. Down
in the town where rioters and policemen fought the bloody battle Wednesday night all Is quiet, and the indications are that so long as the militia
remains the peace of the community
men
will not again be broken. Tbe riot
which caused the soldiers to be sent
A YOUNG LADY'S LIFE HAVKD.
here came like a Hash, and was over
almost
as quickly as it had started,
At Panama, Colombia, by ChamlwrlalaV
and since then there lias not been a
Colic, Choleraand DiarrhoeaRemedy
Dr. Chat. H. Utter, a prominentphy-

Panama, Colombia, in a re
Marcb I hud
as a patient a young lady sixteen years
of age, who had a very had attack of
dysentery. Everything I prescribed
for her proved ineffectualand she was
growing worse every hour. Her parents were sure she would die. She bad
become so weak that she could not turn
over in bed. What to do at this critical moment was a study for rac, but I
thought of Chamberlain'sColic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and as a last
resort prescribed it. The most wonderful result was effected. Within eight
sician, of

cent letter states: “Last

lYSPEPSM P
THAI

line in the city of

Spsldtoff*base ball goods.
s. A.
North Bant cor. Eighth

Martin,
and RIvor

street*.

of

MtirdebakarWngtitis.
hsve s nice line of the well known
Studebskerwagons. None better. Also
carriages,surreys and buggies. G. Van
Goldcren, Zeeland.
I

Colombia.

President Mitchell by telephone, and
dispatch from Wllkeslwrre says that REPORTED REVOLUTIONIST DEFEAT
the president yesterdayafternoon Issued a statement over his own signature In which It Is asserted that “Com- Bat No ConfirmationThereof— Colomplete and authentic reftortR fum Diked
bian Uunbnat MiMiiitf with
by national officers of our organisa300 Men on Board.
tion located at Khenaudouh show that
the storiesof the riot at Shenandoah
were greatlyexaggerated and the facts
Washington. Aug. 5. —
dispatch
much distorted. It develops that no
one was killed or fatally Injured and dated yesterday, received at the Cothat the entire trouble might have lombian legation last night from Govbeen averted had the deputleakept ernor Salazar, of the department of
cool and used greater discretion.**
Panama, reports that fighting between
loiter— Joseph Hcddnll died shortly
the government troops and the revolt!after 10 p. ni. yesterday.
tiunirts at Agua Dulce still continues.
Shenandoah. Pa., Ang. 4.— The enThe battle has now raged since last
the regimentwas called to arms durTuesday.
ing Saturday night as a result of three
Report That Herrera I* Detested.
attacks made by a I mud of men lu amPanama.
Colombia. Aug. fi.— Telebush, who tlirew stones at the troops.
Those attacks are liecoming ao fre- graphic communication with Sun Carquent that Brigadier General Gobtn los was re-establishedyesterday afterhas deelcd to adopt stern measured to noon, and at •’ p. in. General Halazar
end them. Last night a double guard received a telegram from Nan Carlos
supplied with (mil cartridge surround- saying that some revolutionaryofflcerM
in! the camp and the sentrieswere In- belongingto the forces of General
structed that If Saturday nlght'a atone Herrera had passed that town In IlighL
throwing was repented they must shoot They reported the defeat of the revoto kill and Investigateafterwards. One lutionists at Agua Dulce. This news
of the attacking party, a Lithuaniao has not Ihtii confirmed.
GaMrintmt GunltoatMImIdk.
mimed William Stnppunltx, Is under
arrest and the provost marshal Is on
The United Stab's cruiser Ranger Is
the trail of •others.
reported to have gone to Agua Dulce
for tlie puriMise of bringing wounded
JOHN MITCHELL IN ENJOINED
back to Panama. Definite news of
the engagement is expected when she
I'. M. W. I'rMtdcnt tli* Latent Target of
returns. Tin* governmentgunboat
11)0 Kentraliiing Ordrr.
Boyacs, which Is missing, left here
Charleston. W. Vn., Aug. 1. — Presi- last Tuesday with reinforcements for
dent John MlUOidl has been enjoined. General Morales Berti, who is located
A bill la equity was tiled in the fed- near the |M>rt of Agua Dulce. She was
eral court here yesterday by tbe Ches- attacked by the revolutionaryfleet and
apeake and Ohio Coal Agency com- obliged to retreat.Since that time
pany, a New Jersey corporation which nothing has been heard of tlie Boyaca,
lias its principaloffices in the city of but being faster than tlie revolutionary
New York, in which fifty coal com- gunltoatPadilla she is believedto have
panies ojieratlng in the New Blvcr escaped.
Ranger M ould Go in Search.
fields, the Chesapeake and Ohio BailGeneral Salazar, governor of Panway company, tJ. \V. Purcell. W. B.
Wilson. John Mitchell. .1. W. Carroll. ama, is of the opinion that some acci.1. A. Richards, and about 1.*iO mem- dent has happened to (lie gunltoat
bers of the United Mine Workers are which has left Iter helplessat sea or
dranded on the coast of some Island.
made defendants.
Judge Keller granted a temporary United States Consul General Oudger
order restraining the defendantsfrom and Captain Potter, of the United
iu any way interferingwith the oper- States cruiser Ranger, have sent a
ation of said mines by the owners or cablegram to Washington asking perthose operating them, either by men- mission. for tin* sake of humanity,for
aces, threats or any elm rad er of ln-jllie Ranger to search for the Boyars,
timidatlonused to prevent the cm- 1 There are over ffno men on board the
ployes of said mines from going to I Colombian gunboat, and Geuerel Salor from said mines and coke plants, jazar hopes tir.t the Ranger v 111 be

WITHDRAWN a

‘

Striks

Has* Hall Goods.

Th* most complete

single case of violence reported, it is
claimed by the citizens of the town

A

VIOIKSCE
Outlii-i-ak*

-- , '

.nTITuct.on stuikk

All Along tht* l.lut*— Company
Call* on tin- stiitr.

That we are constantlygiving
our customers the benefit of the

wuk

latest and best improvements in
both the

Livery and

Kinyon’s

Dyspepsia Undertaking
Line ?
Tablets

Our livery and funeral turnouts
are first-class.

strengthenthe stomach and digestive organ* and
tons up the t.ysleui ; they

We

give you the best of service

GET AT THE ROOT

as funeral directorsand

OF THE TROUBLE

crs.

_

Prompt attention at prices that

and reitore natural digestionend thus effect a

cure.

lasllin;

are right.

George Carlson,of South Chicago, say* : “I was
compcllod to uhc pepsin daily in order to be able
lobe null comlortalile;
if I did not I would sutter
with a full Jecling,sour stomach, bloatingnnd
hcnrtlmru. As noon as 1 would try to get along
withoutthe pepsin 1 was a* bad an ever. A friend
Rent me a bo* of Kinyon's Dyspepsia Tablet* and
they helped rue so that I used three boxes. It is
now nearly a vear since I used them aud I hav#
not been troubledsince."

A

black and a white hearse.

JJJIBMINK
& SON.

ONE WEEK'S TREATMENT

= FREE=:
Send us

mem

embalm-

Licensed Embalmersr

postal rant and we will send free treatone week by return mail.

a

for

KINYON MEDICAL

CO.

ELKHART, IND.
50 Cents per Box at

N.

B.

all Druggists

&

Graham

18 West Ninth St., or call either
phone No. 13, day or night.
— Chair} and tables rented
and delivered.

Morton Importation

Co.

HOLLAND DIVISION.
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ak«»
the employes of the Camden Inter- The government gunboat Chucbuito,
state Electric railway almost complete- " hieh was sent from here with amly tied up the linos from Guyaudotte. munition for General Morales Berti,
hours she was feelingmuch better; in\V. Vs., to Hanging Rock, 0.. and Id- could not deliver her cargo because Until further notice the steamers •‘Puritan,” “Soo City” and “Easton” will
side of three days she was upon her
termediate points. In seven hours all .the port of Agua Dulce had been caprun between Holland, Ottawa Beach and Chicago on the following schedule:
feet and at the end of one week was enthe non-union men were driven from tured by the revolutionists.Water
the ears iu tins city by violence,atul (communication between the governSunday
tirely well.” For sale by Heber Walsh,
WESTBOUND.
Except
Only.
there was violence all along the line, ment troops at Agua Dulce and PanHolland; Van Bree & Sons, Z- eland.
Crowds gathered at street Intersec- ama is consequentlyinterrupted. A Leave Holland ................... 9 00 a m ...... 9 GO p m ..... 11 00 a n
tions hurling fruit, eggs and other mis- government officer who was captured
GENERAL GOBIX.
* 2? a m ...... 11 00pm ...... 11 50 a m 1
siles at motormen and conductors. by the revolutionistsin January of Leave Ottawa Beach ............ J
that
the
foreign
element
was
solely
( 10 30a m.. ......... ...........3 00pm f
Too Qaeor to Pom,
James
Sunders,
a
union
man
who
nl
this
year
during
a
previous
battle
at
“Yea, I still have the first dollar 1 responsible for the trouble. Contrary
t ( J 100pm ..... 500am ...... 10 00 p m f
fused to quit, was taken from his -tm Agua Dulce has made bis escape from Arrive Chicago
6 00 p ra
ever made," aald the gray haired pas- to' popular belief SUaimndoah is not
arid dragged toward the Ohio river' General Herrera’s camp and reached
under martial law. The local author•anger.
On promisingnot to resume his car Panama.
Sunday
Daily except
Daily
Saturday
EASTBOUND Sat.
“The Wear’ exclaimed tbe traveling ities and the sheriff of the county have he was escortedhome iu a roundOnly.
and Sun.
Except Sun.
Only.
He reports that many revolutionists
acquaintance.“And how did you keep not relinquished control of the town about way to escape the crowds.
10 00 am.... 2 00 pin)
are deserting,partly because they are
1 9 30 a m
8 45 p m
or county, and they remain in as comThe Iroutoiistrikers ran cabs and forced to fight against members of Leave Chicago ....
it oo long?"
( ............ 10 30 pro.... 10 30 p m ............ (
“It was very Imperfect, being my plete control of their respectiveaffairs Secured more passengers than the their own party, as well as on account
6 00 a m
8 00 p m )
as they did before the troops reached street cars, women who chose tlie of tlie heavy losses the revolutionists Arr. Ottawa Beach... j
firat, and Pd have had trouble In passhere.
ancient mode of conveyance in pref- are said to have sustained every day
ing It”— Philadelphia Press.
7 00 a in ____ 9 00 p m
Art*. Holland ......... 5 00 pm ....0 00 am ____
What Gen. Gotiln Says.
erence to the street cars being cheered
I

ronton, 0., Aug. 4.— The strike

MONKEYING
Most any cast? of dyspspila ci>n to rellavedby
tito use of i>cii:iiiiori)ci>*ln
proparatious,
but th*
pspsin is dimply nrltfidally dil'ettinx your food,
and when you stop tiring it your old trouble will
coma back and you will find your stomach a*
a* ever ; you get relief,but bo cars.

of

;
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!

Daily
•
Sun. Daily
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m

111
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since the beginning of this battle.
General Salazar, military governor
In an interview with tin* eorresjiond- by the crowds. The concert at BeechDidn't Count In the Dill.
ent of the Associated Press last night wood park, the railway company’s of Panama, told a representative of
Dr. Jalap— Well, you may thank General Gobin said: “The general situ- pleasure resort, was abandoned, the the Associated Press that if General
J.
your fine constitutionfor pulling yon ation is very quiet. • • * 1 have Iroutoii orchestra declining to play Herrera’sforces were not defeated
through. Nothing else could have receiveddispatchesfrom different parts after the strike was declared. The within five days he would march witli
saved you.
of the country which tell of meetings, crowds of union sympathizers had full all the forces he has in Panama to
The Convalescent— But 1 cannot see marches, attacks on Individuals,viola- sway without molestation from the attack the revolutionary leader’srear
that you have made any reduction iu tions of the law, and the refusal of authorities,not a policeman showing guard. General Salazar lias received
your bill for my line constitution's local police authoritiesto enforce the up at any of the iwints of disturb- a telegramfrom the Colombian minance.
ister of war asking if reinforcements
share in the cure.— Boston Transcript law. Upon these dispatches I am not
ready to act What I will do depends
Huntington, W. Vu.. Aug. 4.-— There are needed nnd saying that if so he
largely upon what the sheriff Is going was general disorder throughout will send them ini mediately.
Congreve would prepare a drama to do. We are here to give him support Huntington,Central City and other
SHIP SENT TO BOTTOM
for the stage iu a week or ten days, in ids efforts to enforce the civil law; towns through which the lines of tlie
though four or five times this period we were ordered here because of his Camden Interstate railway run as a
inability to do so. The National Guard result of the general strike order of Steamer City of Venice Struck by the
was spent In revision.
has no opinion to express us to the motormen and conductors. The lines
Seguln ami Three of Her
merits of the questionagitated by here were blockadedby the friends of
Crew Drowned.
APPENDICITIS.
either side % the controversy, as that union labor, and the city authorities
Cleveland, O., Ang. 5.— As h result
is not within its province.”
made no effort to preserve order. Tlie
Some Fact* Regarding It* Rapid lucreufte.
Striker* Want Troop* A'lthdrawn.
Sheriff also refused to act and the of a collisionon Lake Erie between
Appendicitisamong Americansis
The mine workers are greatly In- company officialshave appealed to the steamer City of Venice, ore laden,
and the steamer Seguln, u steel lumcertainly increasingand while this is censed over the calling out of the Governor White for protection.
ber vessel, off Hondeau, Can., nt
probably due to the excitement and troops. They assert that this action
Aged KidnaperParoled.
worry of American business life, it is was entirely unwarranted and Is an
midnight, the former vessel was
Chicago,Aug. 5.— John T. Collins,
more often directlytraceable to consti- unjustifiable expense on the state.
the old inun who was sent to tlie sunk and three lives lost, while
pation. Appendicitis is caused by ex The strik.-rs, through their officials,
penitentiary at Joliet with Mrs. Ann several other persons were more
traneous matter entering the vermi- are making an effort to have the solIngcrsoll for kidnaping Gerald Lnp- or less seriously injured. The
form appendix and not by the swallow- diers withdrawn. The first step .In
Iner, has been released on parole. He drowned: Peter Slinondson, fireman,
ing of seeds. If tbe digestive organs this directionwas taken yesterday aftis now at the Soldiers'home at Dan- Brooklyn,N. Y.; Thomas Flanigan,
are kept in perfect conditionso the food ernoon. when a telegram was sent
ville. Mrs. Ingcrsoll Is still at the deckhand, Buffalo; George* Weir,
la duly assimulated and the bowels move from here to Governor Stone asking
prison. Tlie child was kidnaped sevwatchman, residenceunknown. Ingently, at least once a day, appendicitis him to send a personal representative
eral years ago from in front of its
will never develop. Don’t take chances. here to investigate. It was signed by
jured: John Sullivan,Chicago, contuparents home In Indiana avenue. After
Regular doses of Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup U. M. W. officials.It is said the
sion of buck, will probably die; J. A.
a year's search the lx>y was found in
Pepsin before meals will strengthen the strike officialsintend to circulate
McDougul. ChelHiyguiLMich., chief
the house of Mrs. Ingcrsollat Ulaiuorgans of digestion, your appetite will among the citizens of flic town for
engineer City of Venice, arm injured
ville. O. The woman is thought to
be good, constipation disappears and KigunttWHa jictitlon calling ujHtn the
and body badly bruised;Louis Hubeckhave lieen demented.
you feel better in every way. Dr. Cald- governor to withdraw the troops.
er. Cheboygan, Mich., head and back
slutii l»y a <'ar<di**H Drothm-.
well’s Syrup Pepsin does not relax the Miles Dougherty, national l*«ird membadly bruised.
bowels by irritation, but by curing in- ber of the United Mine Workers from
The cause of tbe collisionIs not
Springfield, Ills., Aug. 5.— Albert
digestion, the cause of constipation.this district, lold the Associated Press Aberto, aged Hi. was accidentallyshot known. There was no fog whatever
Heber Walsh sells it in 50c and 81.00 that Deputy Sheriff Thomas Hcddnll by Joe Alierto,Ills 14-year-oldbrother, and tlie night was fairly clear. The
bottles, under a positive guarantee. was wholly responsible for the trou- wlio was examining u rifle,which he lights of the City of Venice were
Write for a book of testimonialsto Pep- ble.
accidentally discharged.The injured burning brightly.To tills the crew
sin Syrup Co., Dopt. 5, Monticello,ill.
boy (Ii**l nine hours after the acci- and passengers all testify, saying they
FROM TWO POINTS OF VIEW
dent. The shooting occurred at noon could see the light on the City of
ItMHt- Hull Good*.
ut the Alierto home. Albert was at Venice as she was sinking. The secWhat thu Itogular Report Kuy* uiul Wha*
the dinner table, when Joe. who was ond mate of the Segnln, VV. A. I41The most complete lino in the city of
Fnwidcut Mitchell Says.
toying with .the weapon, approached vlgne, who was on watch, refuses abSpaldings base ball goods.
Of the twenty of more persons who him and accidentally pulled the trig- solutelyto give any information In reS. A. Martin,
gard to the way the accident happened.
North East cor. Eighth and River were beaten with dubs or struck by
“The less said alsmt it the iK-tter."
bullets during the* rioting one man,
streets.
King Edward Walk* Up Stair*
was the only statementbe would
Joseph Beddall, who was reported to
Cowes. Aug. fi. — King Edward yes____
Burdock Blood Bitters gives a man have died, is still living, but is iu a terday, for tlie first time since his ills clear bead, an active brain, a strong, critical condition. Tlie physicians at
Statue
to thu G. A. It. Foamier.
ness, walked up and down a flight of
vigorous body— makes him fit for the the Miners' hospital at Fountain
Washington. Ang. 5.—S11 Torrance,
stairs without assistance. He also enbattle of life.
of tlie G. A. R.,
Springs, where some of the wounded joyed a stroll upon tin* upper prome- commander-in-chief
were taken, fear that Beddall will die. nade deck of the royal yacht Em- lias appointedus a committee to orFly Nets, HurneNH, Etc.
The four policemenwho were shot, press Eugenie, who lias arrived here ganize the work of erecting In this
I c&rry a full line of lly nets, dusters, and the strikers who were also hit by on her yacht Thistle, visit'd King Ed- city u statue of General B. F. Stevenson, the founder of tlie G. A. R., Thos.
band made single sod double harness, bullets, will recover. Most of the ward yesterday.
Lawler, of Illinois; Thos. S. Hopkins,
whips, etc. Get my prices snd examine wounded strikerssay that they were
Illinois Flmnen's Tournament,
James Tanner nnd John McElroy, of
my goods. J. Van Gelderen, Zeeland. merely onlookers. The district attorChicago, Aug. fk— Fire fighters from
tbe District of Columbia, and Louis
ney and the sheriff ere prosecuting an all parts of this state assembled nt Wagner, of Pennsylvania.
There Is a pretty girl in an alpine hat. investigationwith a view of placing Blue Island for the opening of the
Cxar Awaits the Kalucr.
under arrest all those who particlpa fourteenth annual tournament of the
A sweeter girl in a sailor brim,

ger.

______

make.

Reval, Aug. 5.— Tbe czar arrived
Illinois Firemen’s association. The
But the handsomestgirl you’ll ever see, ted in the riot
The scenes of 1900 were tame com- programme Included a parade of the here to await tbe arrival of the GerIs the sensiblegirl who uses Rocky
pared with those of Wednesday night volunteer department athleticcon- man emperor, who is coming to be
Mountain Tea. Haan Bros.
The mob heii the town In subjection. tests, and exhibitionsand couteats iu present at tbe Russian uuvui maneuArmed with eQcko, stones, and some fire-fighting.
evres.
Buy F. M. C. Coffees.

The right is reservedto change this schedule without notice.

Secretary,

Chicago Telephone 2K53 Central.

S.

MORTON.

J. H.

GRAHAM.

Pres, aud Gen. Mgr.
Chicago.

Honton Harbor.

FRED ZAI.SMAN, bocal Agent, Holland.

aaggagsasgaSsess;

The New Feed Store.
BERT MICHMERSHUIZEN
In

the-

Wilms Building, 254 River St., Holland.

Wheat and other grains taken

in

exchange for

Flour, Feed, etc.

You

cau do as well here as at a mill.

Welsell Flour, Feed, Grain, Hay, Straw, Coal and
Call and see

Little

me.

Wood.

Citizens phone No. 476.

Wonder Flour
Is surely working its
lic

way

into pub-

favor. Being made from

select-

ed wheat, it possessesall the nutritive properties of the grain,
light, white,

making

sweet bread, which

is

so much desired by all. Every
housewife who has used this flour
is

delightedwith it and will use no

other.

Try it and be convinced.

Every sack guaranteed.

Beach Milling Co.

TOO I.4TK NOW TO

NEWS Of HE
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AB'IITItATIt

FIGHT THE

AN AUTOMATIC FEEDER.

LICE,.

Car.Y with th* Trnwhl* with thw Mlrhlfaa
t iml ,ttlii«rit.

A Device That Rneble* Fowl* to Se* Where Neglect Mean* Mare FaOar*
la the INinlfry lla*lne**.
ewrc Grata When They Are Hungry*
Snirlnnw Mich.. Auir. 1.-— The memThe keeping of bouse, brooder and
If the uppuratUB shown in the uctiers of the state honrd of arbitration

aettlo

.

.....

.

company lug drawing nccoinpliNheBtha
,
.
Telegraphic Reports of Matters and mediation are all here to
the coat mini' IriniMo. If p.i.«ibl.. A. P'ln""11' f" '''hid. It wn. Ucsiltmxl, It
of General Interest to
arbitration h», b«.|. roji'.Hal by ,be! moan a larb-onivIub In ll.o amount
Our Readers.
of laUir neceswiry In the care of fowls
o|H‘rators, the hoard feels that John
and powdlily economize also in tbe
Mitchell, national presidentof tho
United Mine Workers of America, amount of grain consumed by tbe
WOHIGAS HAPPENINGS BY WISE could persuade the men to return to flock. A hopper, or storage reservoir,
work at the scale recently offered by U provided for bolding a large quanthe operators and rejectedby the tity of grain, the bottom being conical
Items Prepared with Special Care tor
miners, and that he is the only man In shape, to feed the grain Into an

One-half the death losses among
who could so persuadethe men. Mine opening In the center. Beneath, the brooder chicks are due to the various
Headers.
Commissioner Davis says that the o|ienlng Is a shoot, arrangedto catch varieties of lee, especiallyto the. red
question Is too difficult to arbitrate,
the grain and prevent a continuous mites. Little chicks are especiallysushut that there was a time, which Is
outflow from tho hopper. Suspended ceptible to the ravages of vermin.
Detroit, Aug. 1;— Yesterdny’sbcr- now considered past, when arbitration
Tho common body louse found on the
In close proximityto the ground Is
Blons of the Michigan Iiemoorntle might have been resorted to.
chick Is the same as appears on the
The operators are of the opinion that
state convention resulted in the nomladult bird. The usual mode of transnation for governor of Judge George the recent vote rejecting the scale ofmission is for the louse to crawl from
H. Durand, of Flint, who Is generally fered was representative of the true
tho brooding hen to the 'chick she
sentiments of the majority of the men,
credited with being a gold Democrat,
and there can he no compromise,acmothers. Sittingliens are good breedthough not a bolter in 18IKI, the fourth cording to their views. Slate Presiing places for lice, and many a little
ballot being decisive. Judge Durand dent Williams vigorously denies that
chick gets its first experience of lice
did not attend the convention nor au- the vote was influenced. In the meansoon after it gets out of the shell. Lice
thorizeany one to state that he would time the mines are being cleaned up
also pass from chick to chick. A few
accept the nomination, and was not for work.
lice infested chicks added to a brooder
even nominated by his home delegaCASK OF MAX Ik LEAVITT
soon furnish lice to the lot. It Is also
tion. the one from Genesee county.
true that lice get ou young chicks
Durand’s son, who was here, refused II* IV a* Charged with Forgery,but Mad;
from liens in nearby jnrds. There
the Loaera Good.
to encourageany one who was boommust he some plan kept in mind to
Grand
Rapids,
Mich.,
Aug.
5.—
Max
ing his father’s eandldaey. It was
constantlycontrol lice on the growing
B.
Leavitt,
the
school
teacher
who
stated that the judge was out on a
chicks.
was
charged
with
forging
indorseilshing expedition, out of reach of u
Dust is tho first and natural remedy
wire.
ments to a note for $<1,305, lias beey
for body lice. Left to herself, the
The nomination was made muinl- released from jail. Levi S. Provii.,
mother lion will dust her chicks by
mous on motion of D. J. Camputf, iiud from whom the money was obtained,
Heluie, Durand’s closest competitor, got ids cash hack again and then regetting her own feathers filled with
declared lie would work heart and fused to prosecute. Charles Hine, who
dust and then calling her little ones
bouI for the ticket. The platform fa- also held a fraudulent note for $500
under her. Dry road dust, finely ground
vors the electionof United States sen- against Leavitt, lias been paid and the
tobacco,Persian Insect powder— In
ators directly by the people, and de- note returned to Leavitt.The note
fact any fine, dry particles— will kill
clares that the destruction of boss with the forged signatureswas reHOW IT WOUKS.
the
lice if worked into the small
rule is the supreme issue; demands a turned to Leavitt who destroyed It.
breathing tubes of the Insects. There
primary election law. equal taxation
Provln was urged by the prosecutor what the inventor calls a “bait box,”
and equal assessments, and the repeal to swear a complaintagainst Leavitt, having u small quantity of grain are many good insect |H>wders on the
of what are termed Hie “ripper laws” lint refused. Hine’s note for $500 placed In fixed cups, which are covered market You can make your own If
of the last legislature; Indorses the ini- against Leavitt, who forged the signa- with glass or tine wire netting. In tho you wish to do so. Take one pint air
tiative and referendum and municipal tures, was also returned to Leavitt, natural course of events tiie fowls slacked lime and stir into It one ounce
ownership."
leaving the prosecutorwith no evi- become hungry and, discovering the liquid cnrlxdlcacid. Add to this mixAfter nominating Durand the con- dence. Hlne refused to prosecute. In
grain In tiie “bait box,” hop on one ture three pounds finely ground tovention took recess to 8 p. m., and a public statement Prosecutor Brown
bacco and mix thoroughly.This powupon reconveningcompleted tbe tick- says: “It Is tin outrage on society edge of the tray and attempt to peck
et as follows: Lieutenant governor when the victims of a fraudulent at the covered kernels. Tiie weight of der dusted wherever lice are will kill
John F. Illble, of Ionia; secretary of transaction not only refuse to prose- the fowl tilts the swingingrod which them. Then remember that there are
state. John Donovan, Hay City; treas- cute the offender, hut even Invalidate supports the traj*, and this oscillatory a number of eggs due to hatch lu a
urer, Wilbur F. Davidson, Fort Hu- the evidence of the crime necessary to motion slides the shoot back and forth few days, and so dust every week
ron: auditor general, David A. Ham- convict.”
beneath tho opening In the hopper, until you get rid of them.
mond, Ann Arbor; attorneygeneral,
Persian Insect powder does the best
thus dischargingthe grain to the
Not
In
a
Hurry
to
See
Murray.
William F. Knight, Grand Itaplds;
ground, to lie devoured by the fowls. work on quite young chicks. This
Menominee, Mich., Aug. 4. — George
superintendentof public instruction,
The quantity delivered at one time is must lie loss than a year old, as tbe
ITofessor Woodbridge M. Ferris, Big Murray, n middle-agedman, father of
virtue escapes with age. Have the
Kapids; commissionerof the state land two small children, tried to commit not great, but as often ns hunger drives
•office,Arthur 1*. Watson, Cheboygan; suicide by taking rat poison because the fowls to peck at the bait the grain hatching hens free from lice, brood
tnemiier of the state hoard of educa- his wife left him n week ago to work Is automaticallydelivered, and as where lice have not been Introduced,
tion, Charles F. Field. Hastings; Jus- in a restaurant. Murray told Ids little fowls will make little effort to get and you will seldom have trouble.
tice of the supreme court, Benjamin J. daughter to run and tell her grand- feed unless they are hungry It Is posProvide a real dust bath for the
Brown, Menominee.
father that he was going to commit sible that there will be a saving In chicks where they can dust themselves,
Tiie conventionadjourned sine die suicide*. Tiie girl ran to a neighbor's,
the quantity consumed over that which but do not trust too much to it if you
at 10 p. in.
who quickly summoned aid, and Murthey might be given If fed by hand. know there are lice on your chicles.
ray was saved. Mrs. Murray was inTHAT MISCHEANT HEWKLUtyHST formed of her huslmml's illness, but ZacbarinhXevers of Santa Cruz, CaL
Kerosene Is death to red mites. Pour
it into every crack where they crawl.
is
the
inventor.
she refused to go to see him until her
'Teliaof HU DeteruilimUon to Murder the
Spray tiie Inside of brooders and all
work was finished.
the Convenienceof Our

Woman

He ••Loved.”

A<lvanta*eaof Geeae.
Geese are a paying Investment They
are free from many of the diseases so
common to other fowls, having no lice,
very little trouble to raise nnd-n big
Item-requlrobut littlefeed until time
to fatten for market. There is a profit
In both eggs and feathers.
I never feed the little goslings,but
they should have plenty of water and
access to sand and grit. For three or
four days they should be watched
closely, as the littlefellows sometimes
get over on their backs and unless asCarrie Seem* a Had Girl.
sisted to tbelr feet will die. The greatKalamazoo, Mich., Aug. 5.— Carrie
est drawback we experienced was that
Walker, an incorrigiblegirl, 15 years
of age, attempted suicide when Coun- the lots were Inclosed with' picket
ty Agent Johnson went to her house fences, and they would sometimes get
to arrest her. .She rushed into another stuck fast between pickets. The only
room and tried to swallow carbolic objection I have to geese Is they will
acid, but was prevented and taken to kill the grass.
jail. On the way she swore she would
About time for hatching I take a
kill herself at the first opportunity,
basin of warm water and put In two
hut afterward calmed down. The girl
or throe eggs at a time; can see them
has been causing her mother much

bank.

«elf.
this puriMtse he took along a re-

_

buildingswith

tiie

oil. tet

it

We’re not running anybody’s business
but our own. That occupies all of our
time. If done properly, it needs unceasingwatchfulnessto keep up the stock, so that
when a prescription comes in for no matter what, you have it right on the shelf,
waiting: for just such a prescription. We
take care of our prescription stock of
drugs in that way. It’s worth knowing
when you really want the best drugs and

mites.

Smith.

pent

_

medicines.

ACCURACY,

PUREST DRUGS,

CLEANLINESS, LOWEST

PRICES,

are the essentials in our business.

A.

DE KRUIF
ZEELAND, MICH.

Try our Atlas Fly Oil and make the cow happy.
vermin on fowls.

It also kills

lice or

FOR MID-SUMMER
....1902....

SILKOLINESNew

and pretty patterns for comforters.

FRENCH GINGHAMS
AND SEERSUCKERS in

and checks,
rose, navy, light blue, pink, tan, red, and
stripes

gray.

MERCERIZED SILK
Chambrays and Novelty Tissues.

Summer Wash Goods
In all the latest patterns

and

colors; a large

assortmentof white and black combinations.

soak in.

Then whitewash thickly the Inside of
all houses and brooders.An ounce of
carbolic acid to every pail of whitewash will improve It for this special
purpose.Keep the brooders clean and
fresh. Do not allow filth to accumulate
to become a breeding place for the red

G.

VAN PUTTEN.

202-204 River Street.

'

gome of the liquid lice killers do good
Wrrk and are to be used if you do not
care to make your own. Most liquid
lice killers are better than pure kerosene. A liquid lice killer that is good
for red mites as well as to a certain ex-

volver, hut after the shooting, when
he attemptedto end his life, he found
tent for the common louse can lie made
the revolver would not explode the
at home if you care to take the trouble.
cartridges. He then ran to his home
Put Into one gallon common kerosene
on the west side and endeavoredto
oil one pound naphthaline and let stand
extract and replace the cartridgeswith
for two or three days; shake before
others, but they had rusted in the
using;
apply with brash or sponge to
chambers and could not be removed,
bottom of brooder or i>ox where tbe
so he threw the revolver away. Fruschicks puss the night. If there Is a
trated In his attempts to end ills own
life, he decided to give himself up to
cloth fringe to the hover, apply some
the police, and was on his way to the
kick if alive. It also softens the shell. of the liquid to the upper edge of It,
trouble.
station when arrested by the officers.
They are longer In coming out after letting It work Its way Into the cloth.
Carrleuatiun'aVimdevllleEngagetDi'ut.
Clrctlfi t<» AlUUnO Convilittf.
pipping the egg than a chick, generally If there Is any place where the red
Grand Rapids. Mich., Aug. 2.— Car- twenty-four hours. As soon as shell Is mites crawl out of sight, see that the
Jackson. Midi., Aug. 5. — A circus
performance was given in the state rie Nation andjier hatchet in vaude- pipped all around I take them in the liquid is worked into tiie very spot.
ville! The heroine of saloon-smashing
prison yard yesterday afternoonfor
house and put In a box and cover The closer you get the killer to the
the convicts. A ring was made and fame has been booked for a two- warmly until dry. This necessitates mites tho more sure you are of getting
nights’ engagement, Aug. 38 and 19,
a performancethat lasted an hour and
looking after them frequently, ns the rid of them. If the lice stay on the
a half was given. What pleased the at Rawona, Grand Rapids’ summer
theater. She will appear as the last hens are apt to mash them If left on chicks, you must put the chicks lu a
prisoners most was a three-round bout
between Tommy Wilson and Chan number in the vaudeville bill and will nest On account of drought and hot l»ox Into which the liquid lice killer has
Fang, a Chinaman. The performance discuss temperance,holding a recep- weather we lost several half grown been put A cloth wot with it and laid
tion after tiie performancefor all who ones last year.— A. B. Gore In Farm on the bottom will do the work, but
included the full acrobatic programme
and Home.
of the circus, and was thoroughly en- wish to meet her.
give the chicks some air and do not go
joyed by the audienceof prisoners.
Andrew* Ca*v Nearing It* End.
off and leave them in the box. If you
Detroit.Aug. 4. — The prosecution In
are not careful,the strength of it will
Ration For Larins Pallet*.
ClilcaKo Men Make a l»«>al.
Houghton. Mich., Aug. r..— C. II. the trial of Frank C. Andrews, Mr. Twinlng’s ration for his laying kill the chicks.
charged with wrecking the City Sav- pulletsis certainlydifferentfrom that
Remember there Is a now crap yet to
Worcester & Co., dealers in cedar and
ings hank, lias closed its case. Irvine
with headquartersin Chicago,have
recommended by many of the writers. hutch and then be ready to apply the
B. Unger, cashier of the former Pres
remedy several times If you expect to
purchased the plant of the Sturgeon
ton National hank, was too ill to ap- He feeds all dry grain— In the mornRiver Lumber company at Chasseli for
lie ever free of red mites.— Dr. N. W.
pear, and his testimonytaken at tiie big whole wheat thrown in the straw
$00,000. Besides one of the 1 finest
police court examination was read litter In the scratching pens, and in tbe Sanborn in Reliable Poultry Journal.
plants in the upper peninsula,the WorThe ease will go to the jury by tiie afternoon, about 3:30 o’clock, whole
cester interests acquire IT.noO acres of
A G«mh1 TMiitf to Ik-..
middle of tin* week probably.
corn warmed until some of It begins to
eedar and hemlock. Tbe new owners
There
Is no branch of farm operascorch
and
Is
scorched;
twice
a
week
Dl«*d
of
lloart
Dltowte
In
Hod.
will put the mill in sluip«*to begin bustions that can be permanently and
iness this full. They will handle teleOtsego, Mich.. Aug. 5. — Mrs. E. 8. a feed of cut fresh bone and three times
phone poles and railroadties.
Bonner, aged 53, was found dead in a week a feed of boiled potatoes, warm, profitablyImproved more easily and
l»ed from heart disease. She was in but not mashed or mixed with meal- at less cost than the poultry yards. A
It** Wm* tlo* TliirOwnth.Man.
dollar or two invested in eggs of good
her usual health when she retired
Menominee. Mleh., Aug. fi.— Charles Two daughters reside here. Her one just warm boiled jiotatoes.
breeds of fowls will bring back many
That
Is
rather
on
odd
ration,
and
yet
Smith, a Menominee man about 40 son is at Freeport, Ills.
he was getting a 40 to 50 per cent egg times tte investment within a year or
years old. who resides with his family
Kuo Ton nugo In h Kfeord.
yield in February, when nearly every- two. If you want to improve your
on Marinette avenue, is lost on ChamDetroit,Aug. 5.- Tiie tonnage of tiie body was getting no eggs at all. While poultry, you can do it quickly, cheaply
bers island, about sixteen miles east
of this city. A searching party was Soo ship canals for the month of July talking of the poor laying exjierlencos and with but little risk.
organized yesterday and set out to look exceeded all previousrecords, aggre- ho told us of two farms there in town
Breeders have learned that It pays
for him. Smith was picking berries gating 5,082,828 tons, of which 4.558,- on one of which there were 200 Burred to staid out no eggs except from good
with a party of thirteenwhen lie sep- 402 tons passed through the United
Rock pullets which laid been laying an stock. A sitting or two is all that is
arated from them. It is feared some- States locks.
average of thirty dozen eggs a week needed for a good start A very few
thing lias happened to Smith or that
llollund Hu* u Long Felt Want.
for two months or more, while on the dollars spent for good eggs means a
he has become exhausted.
Holland,Mich., Aug. 5. — Strong ef- other were 100 fine Barred Rock pul- nice flock of fowls in one year, when
Club Kullrilng ISurned.
fort Is being made to have a naval lets that hadn’t laid an egg, and, said you may be in a position to sell to
Grand Rapids, Mich., Aug. H.— The station located here, with the assist- he: “The 100 on tin* last farm are the your neighborsat good big prices.Lakeside club building at Reed’s lake, ance of Representative William Alden
tetter looking kit of pullets, thrifty Exchange.
the local summer resort, was destroyed
looking,combs red, eyes bright,active
by tire. The loss on buildingsand conMiidiigiui Minutln-.
The Orptntftons,
and cheery. To see them you would
tents is nearly §80,000, with Insurance
Lansing— At the close of business say they were all laying, and yet not
Orpingtons have gained headway
of §20,000. The Ukuslde duh Is a
very fust In this country, and it is of
social organization with 800 members. July 31 the state treasury laid a bal- .an egg.”
Among the contentsdestroyedwere ance of $4,775,839.83.
It would be interestingif some one Importance for all to note that shanks
Lapeer — Bert Sills, accused of as- could tell the "why'1 of thia— A. F. otter than pinkish white or flesh color
several costly paintings.Defective
electricwiring was tlie cause of the saulting Mrs. Sidney Castle, Is said Hunter in Reliable Poultry Journal.
disqualify.Standard weights all along
fire.
to have confessed that he Is a bicycle
the line are one pound heavier than
thief.
Cramps Caused Ills Death.
the Plymouth Rocks. Beak must be
Do* of th* Bvaodeo.
Marquette—A. I. McDonald, a local
Calumet, Mich., Aug. 2.— Julius Bes- businessman, who was lost in the
Tte Mandarin duck is one of the most white or born color, not yellow, as In
koe, a gremau on the steamer Harvard
woods for three days, has been found teawdful birds among water fowls. It Buff Plymouth Rocks. Tbe present
during the Spanish-Amerlcauwar, was alive.
Is sometimes colled tbe "fan winged” English Orpington that wtus tte prizes
taken with cramps and drowned in
Buy City— Frank Kowalski, 8 years duck, from the peculiarshape of u por- Is of a heavy, plump Cochin type, notLake Superior. He was swimming to
of age, is dead. While playing near tion of Its wings, which rises over the withstanding the fact tluit a long buck
entertain a crowd of young people.
tho Pore Marquette track ‘he was back In tte shape of a lady’s fan. The is called for. Mr. Lewis Wright tells
Grand Trunk Pays IU Taxed.
struck on the head by a car.
bend has a crest, falling gracefully us that tte large, plump body and the
Lansing, Mich., Aug. 2.— The Grand
Mt. Clemens— Ed Hibbert, who was back on the neck. Tte color of the short shank are the iqost modern type
Trunk Railway company paid $175,491 convicted of beating Ids wife and then
body phunago Is very fine and uniform of the Orpington. Formerly It bad
in taxes to the state, the Grand Rap- chopping up their furniture,has been
In this curious variety, considered In the longer back, but this has teen disids and Indiana $88,391,and the Min- given forty-fivedays in which to recouraged.
China tte prettiest of tiie duck class.
eral Range $17,401,

4

For the best Drugs.

Own

Andrew* Wan Filigree’*Kuliu
Grand Unpids, Mich., Aug. 4.— Her*
Detroit, Aug. 2. — On the trial of
Diaines Heuvelhorst, who is hi Jackson
prison serving u life sentence for the Frank C. Andrews, charged with
wrecking the City Savings hank here,
killing of his sister-in-law, Mrs. BelinFrank C. Plngree, president of the
da Heuvelhorst,expressedregret for bank, and brother of the late Goverhis deed after sentence*, and said that nor Plngree, while under cross-examIt was not his first Intention to kill ination, stated that Andrews had
the woman. He secured the gun and caused him to lose every dollar he had
hid It In the woodshed with the Inten- saved, and that he must assign everytion of shooting in the air to scare her. thing he owns, save $500 worth of
Then he changed his mind and decided household furniture,because of his 11to kill the woman and then shoot him- nhllity on his bond as an officer of the
For

Yowr’s

birds free from vermin is easier than
exterminating them when they have
begun breeding in earnest When lice
begin to multiply, profitslessen, and
the time arrives when there Is no
money in keeping hens. Lice and profitable poultry do not coexist. Lice and
little chicks seldom live long, together
In tin* same brooder.

"Wily
LONGER GO WITHOUT A

Washing Machine?
We now have a

full line

and will

sell

you a good

one for

$3.00.
We

also have a new stock of Floor Paints— the finest

goods made—

all colors, at

$1.40 a gallon. We have sold

this kind for years.

JOHN NIES
43-45 East Eighth

Holland.

St.,

Union Lock Poultry Fence
For Poultry, Rabbits, Orchards* Gardens, etc.

_

fttaotodJalj' It.

UM

Md

April

», 18M.

Stronger and eloeer spacing than any other make.
Our Union Lock Hog, Field and Cattle Fence, Union Lawn
Fence Gates, etc., guaranteed first class.
Your dealer should handle this line— if not, write us fo#
prices. Catalogue free.

UNION FENCE CO.. DE KALB. ILL. U.

S. A.

u-
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'
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NEW PARK ORDINANCE.
A
new
park ordinance, mvessttUov. and Mra. 0. J. Hekkuliof &*«•.
.uted,
the
improvement of Centenland. 111., are Tlailtof the pareau of
SeT«nlh •Ir^tU^lwnKa And •trrotnnd
A
A
m.«.maiitikq,fuimm.
Mra.
flokhut*, Mr. and Mra lamMinlal I’ark, wna pahsed by the ConnColumbia atnnuu, and on |>arv of Kant
H Tuesday evening and will take
t+u+*Enn frtoi.at voI)m«.« w»««. Glfhth nlm«t nwl o? ib« 1*. M. track*. Weatvner, ou College avenue
FCRtOML.

-:rr:!
.

..

JANES

^

Hoe. and Mra. H. Van Hoofea, Mr. '!ffoct withln twenty
U l’1!0'
and Mra. Henry Holkeboer and the videsjthat the parks, are (-pen U» hr
npcclficatlou* o< tho work.
public only from sunrise till ten
Tha clerk reported that at a inwilnif MitM« Miutdo Van dor Schel aad Jen*
o’clock,in the evening. Destroy*
of tho board ol |mbllc work* hold Aug. nic Holkub wr are on a trip to Niagara
JJHIIMH
kaow* on ApplkcnUon
ling or mutilating shrubbery, trees
IW2, plana and upeoi Heal Ion* and «w* Falla.
stonework or seats is forbidden,ns
llmaton
of w*\ t*f lateral •‘owor* on
Mra. C. Konger and bur aon of Mu«latefod nl th# potl o*r« at tHolUna,
bST (otlnuwKteioo U mu«h th* »•»»* »* ThlrU'onlh atr»'ot botwivn Columbia kogou are tho guuaU of Mr; and hire. also the disturbingof the fish that
may ho in the jwnds. The written
avemto and IMuo rtroot, on Tonth Mroot Ceo. Loveland.
consent of the hoard or park superbetween *C«dumbla atonuo and plno
Mia Dona Keldaeiuaof Grand Rapid*. intendent must hr obtained for all
street, on Hlver atnvt botwoon
>n Tonth
lonth j jj Uoiditfuiaami wife of Chicago, public meetings to be held there.
and Twelfth fltroou, and on l‘U’v‘'nth
Sadle-Dykeof Grand Rapids,
Bicycles are banished from tho
COMMON COUNCIL.
between River and Fine streets vislkMl wltb Mr. and Mrs. 8. Reldtem*
park, which is also the case with
idoptcdand ordered transmitted to the I lhu
Holland. Mich.. Aug. 5, 1902.
dogs and cats — provided the park
The common councilmet in regular council for approval
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Garrod are en- police can catch them. Peddlers
The clerk reported for approval plat
•Melon, and was called to order by the
joying au outing at Macau wa Pa-k.
and venders of circularsand hills
of Van dec Bosch'* subdivision of lots
Mayor.
Miss
Gertrude
Benjamin
of Grand arc also banished and no liquor may
Present: Mayor Deltoo, Alt. Van den 2, 3. and 4, block B. addiilon to HolRapids, was the guest of Miss Alice he sold, used or disposed of on the
Thk, Kiel*, Van Zanten, G ceding*. Nib- land.
grounds. A fine of $100 may be
Kampstra this week.
Referred to the city surveyor.
hellnk, Van Putten. Kramer, and Garimposed upon the person who disMr.
and
Mrs.
Wm.
Hlnks
aad
chilBy Aid. Geer) lags, Resolved,that
valink.
regards
the sign “keep of the
The minutes of the last two meetings the matter of street signs be referred to dren of Grand Rapids, visited the Mulgrass”.
the committee on streets and cross- der family on West Tonth street Wedwere read and approved.
uesday. Mr. Hinks is a huitllaff agent
Aid Kole here appeared and took hi* walks. Carried.
By Aid. Kieis, Resolved,that the for the Michigan PublishingHouse ef

•wm.

Board ln*truc od

WAfULlY BLOCK, f/CHTM ST.

to |»rc»»ar»' ^an»

aad

|
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212-214

BROUWER

RIVER STREET.
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FURNITURE.

j

Here
tic

—

matter

of

have a piece of furniture from
this establishment it will have

many of the good points of tho
very high-pricedgoods and
will c'jst you a great deal less.

Carpets and Rugs.
Why

buy old-fnsliionud.ugly
when you can

carpet. paMorn.-,

bar- the very latest ideas of the
best foreign

IN MANDALAY.

face lures-1

curb-linesbe referred to the this city.

specialcommitteeon curb-lines. Car-

When you

you can get today.

and domestic munufarthlbnedgoods

New

at new fashioned prices aro sim-

Thousand* of Pasoda Bella Rtav at
Rooks and wife of Grand
tho Bettina of the Saa.
log material adjacent to e "«S ft of lot 1 ried.
Rapids, arc spending two weeks atOt*
Mandalay 1ms Its own sky, soft and
By Aid. Hole. Resolved, that the Uwa Beach.
block 65.sGrant«d subject to ordinance.
gray and Incurving like a tent, with
The committee on streets and cross- board of assessors ho Instructedto make
Mrs. K. Workman of West Eleventh white cloud lines tlmt seem meant for
walks reported recommending that the special assessmentrolls for the
enU,rUloiog Mra. G. Niescrollsif one could read. It la the
Benton Harbor, and her
petitionof J. A. Kooyer* and others re- Fourteenth. Twelfte and W est Kicvonth
Very Sacred City, tlie city of contemlative to line for hydrants etc., bo street special sewer assessment «'>* lUu),hu,r Mi** Johanna Niemejer of
plation, the city of all tlie monks. A
granted, provided the sidewalk-lineon tricu. the assos ments to lx* made a*
ilaulii aild Mrs. P. Woltmau and
thousand pagoda ln-lls give tongue to
the east side be fixed oast of the east determined by the common council July I
hWr of Mu9keg0n| this week.
the wind there when tho sun goes
Utloned for permission to place build

eyes and is superior to any

other popular priced furniture

!»„d

•Ml.'
8. Habing and Itoltsehaffer Bnw. pe

furniturethat meets

is

the critical approvalof artis-

Dr. J. J.

ply rolling the

floor- cote

rings

out of our store.

l

hast

PORTIERES

,

Y

line of trees, and on the west side west

15.

1902: the amounts of the

.
assessments
districts:

.

Curtains.

.

down: a crumbling thousand more give
tje ha. re urnod up to time the testimony of outworn
of the west line of trees. Adopted.
The committee on streets and cross- East Fourteenth street district$1..^. from a two weeks visit with relatives things.
It lies
a curved arm
hills,
fiends ,n
.....
. In
................
- of- blue
----walks reported recommending that tho Twelfth street district $1,750. and
, Mr. and Mrs. John Hioftje, Jr., of and somethingbroods over it with soline for telephone poles on Eleventh Eleventh street district
*aid resolutionprevailed,bv veas and Zeeland, attended the funeral of Mr. licltude.This you suspect from the air
street be established just within tho
Alii.- Van J.n Jacotfe »t East Hult.ud Saturdiy.
curb-line. Adopted.
to be as followsin the several

Hess,

e

Chicago.

West

$2,833.

aa"-

l ie

and durability. We would be

V-

|

Xays-0.

9

^ mayo,
ordor. «
chair.the
j

“

!

P

of this city, visited friends

MLS

$1,003.26 electric light

Buy

These cur-

and

they

hold their quality.

CREDIT.
Yes. wc extend credit— we trust the people. You can come into
this store and get un outfit to furnish your

home, paying

a little

down

and balance on easy payments.

v

,-

JANES A. BROUWER

^on.
^

L '
yea?
as.
• "*

-

Sev. nnd Mr,.
*

F. M. C. CoCees.
:

cuo.

;

weeks'

Henrv N.

a-e

BndM

:: j

»•!

^ '
vacation.
i---

Mr. snd

Bear!.
near

rentalsfor the month of June. 1902, and

town.

still

~ ,

^

Deputy marshal Westveer reported
of

in

_

0.

the collection

window

for several years

&r* a

Adjourned.

the amount.

attractivelyevery

and people report using them

^

a
orbills.
.

fit

tl.i? cach

under
ana

‘
therein.

able to

tains will launder beautifully

way. and outaide the walls the
Adopted and warrants ordered isAfter some time sj n: tiierein.
He is engaged in painting and {parallel clear moat thinking buck at
sued.
committee arose and through their dcCX1ra:iDp
U doing a good busino.* the sky, and then you are sure that
over and above the government of InThe committee on poor reported re- chairman reported that they had
consideration
an
ordinance
entitled,
1 dia some spirit is in possession here,
commending that the claims of Drs.
of Coa6laD‘ ! some spirit that bonds in alTectlou over
Cook and Mersen of ?20 and ?10 respec- -An Ordinanc to regulate the use of Al Do ' aes
f rhl Mtv ,* Holland liac***** Wllhl finishedand forgottenthings.
tive be allowed.Adopted.
*J0
, s
v“* '. “ V.“ rv.ativji and fri.r.ds here. They f.-r J Seven roofe1 kiosks stand at interThe committee on buildings and and to provide lor the protection0. ..it ^
_ bere acd Mr De Vries vals over the gates in the wr.'l-they
grounds reported recommending that public property
Q0W i.
buaice5s in company ere called rynthat, but they strike the
The report was adopted a u the
eye like peaceful conclusions—and low
the matter of meeting-roomfor Columwhite stone bridges raised iu the midbia hose company be tabled. Adopted. dinance wa? placed on the order of third ,'1-L * r- •• -r- -1- - * ^ ** 1
reading
of
&cd
U:z"S
of
CbU:die span the moat. The buttresses of
Mayor De Roo appointed John C.
The
ordinance was read a third time jo. are speeding a ccupie weeks wud , the gates are iwinted deep gray and
Brown night police for the balance of
-ir-ainrtvofVh- a e • dis parents.Mr. anu Mrs 3. P. H::- ! white, and the bank that slants steeply
the year, subjectto the approval of the
aod !’f f a m8*t°.r*ly: • h: :J
He - -I c-.-u the comm^y I from the wall to the water 1ms here
council. Appointmentconfirmed.
men elect vo^ng here.o. ny
aadho;.? and there a low, twisted, spreading
aen •
_
oa jt, purely for decoration. You
JusticeVan Duren reported the col- nays as follow?: tea.-. A.
may stop at a corner and look two
lection of $50 penal fines, and presented Tak, Kieis. Van Zanten. K '.e. Geer- a lucrativepos-..
lings. Nibbelink, Van Putten. Kramer, John Elen baa? of Harvey. III., visit-.-:way8 along the reflecting water, with
receiptof treasurerfor the amount.
! reiativc? .'riencs here this week. bridge after bridge receding across,
Accepted and treasurercharged with and Garveltnk— 9. Navs—
Kieis to the

here

ujt|

window furnishings the

chief essentials are daintiness

The committee on poor reported pre- Tak. Kieis. Van Zanten. ho e. beer- Cornelius Van der Bio and family of j of the pKlt8 luld tfie laughter of the
tenting the semi-monthlyreport of the lings. Nibbelink, Van Putton. Kramer. Craud Rapids, visitedMr. and Mrs. 1). j jxtople come to you wherever you are
Ovarweg yesterday. They will also sitting. Afterward you go out, as I
director of the poor and said commit- and GarrelinkOn motion of Aid. Geeriings.the visit friendsat Graafschap, where they did that morning with tho eommiasiontee, recommending for the support of
the poor for the two weeks ending Aug. council went into committee of the fl,rmeriv^ded. Mr. Van der Ble i? ’ or. and see under tho very zenltli,where
19, 1902, the sum of 128.00,and having *Me on U,o
* «b« G. R. & 1. »r shop,.
rendered temporary aid to the amount
\\ hereupon the
A-o. ; jay p Cocrhan of Chicago, formerly wajjg of thc
city, three miles
of 1120.75.

In

1

-

Mrs.

i. Huiz.nga lot a

\

.»*v

««"

212-214

RIVER STREET.

LOCAL_MARKETS.

P.vuttatmmlnishlng

white vista so picked out and finished
the quiet light slippingadorably

Shoes

Price* l*»ld to Funner*.

PRODUCE.
Butter per

into the near blue of the hills.

,

lb

..........................

M

.....

.14
.......................
Potatoes, per bu .........
4?
Beans, hand picked, perbu .............. 1
Onions .......................................
WlnterApples—
................ l.w
Eggs, per doi

Dried Apples,per

lb

Lacked
Mandate v seemed aware with bunt—
“Once there was a lawyer out
B0ARD OF PUSlIC V.'OF<S
lbat day. flags and arches of welGalesburg,- said an Illinois coi^s?- j MoDdav eYeDi?Jg .;Le B arb held c- me everywhereand crowds fiockingAccepted and treasurercharged with
good
man. who nmde a brilll^ defense in
^
Y reso’ur n was eware and almost awake-but you
the amount.
grain:
a certain case. Men praised his effort, a bust ~e~-ton. a re.Q.a.^n
........ 01w1 c„„. ihat sho nnlv
looked again and saw that she only
Wheat, tier bu ......................
^
The city surveyorreported for the •Will he make his mark for ability as . read, passed by the counc:.. ? :gOats. per bu. white ................. ..3utot0
turned In her sleei) and smiled, as at a
Ry£ ...............
...................
an advocate? some one asked. ‘No.’ I gesting that property owner- oe Cream.— Exchange.
ttonth of July, 1902. Filed.
Buckwheat perfiu .........................p
lawyer. ‘His abilabil- required to have house connections
The street commissioner reported replied the veteran inwvt-r.
Corn, perbu ............................,•£Barley, per 100... ...........................
having repaired sidewalk adjacent to ity begins here at the Adam’s apple with the sewers within three months
JAPANESE JOTTINGS.
and extends upward. He must have after the sewers are completed, or
n 26 ft of lot 11, block 29, and presented
You can do -without correct shoes, Timothy need, per bu. (to cousumers) ....... 3.a0
something under bis left breast.’ ” The
BEEF. PORK, ETC.
be obliged to wait one year in order
the following bills: J. A. Vanderveeo.
Chrysanthemums served as a salad of course, but you do without half
congressmancited this as an example
Chickens, dressed,per lb ................
nails, 15 cents: Scott-Lugers Lumber why some speechesfail in the bouse that the srteets shall not be contin- are a favorite articleof diet among
......... ’?
Chickens, live, per lb .............
..... 10
the style and comfort at the same Spring Chickens live ..........
Co., lumber, $4 20; J. Vliek. labor, 75 of representatives.—
Washington Post ually torn up. The resolution was the Japanese.
Turkeyslive .................. .....
At
a
Japanese
banquet
it
is
con:fev.r.r- i
Tallow, per lb .......................
referred to the committee on sewcents.
time.
sidered a complimentto exchange cups
Never Falling.
Bills were allowed, and the amount?
ers.
Beef.’ifrOTsed.per lb............... Vi to 654
with a friend.
Scores of pleased customers say Pork, dressed,per lb. ....................
Sister- What is the best way to reC ntractorFik was allowed
ordered assessed.
Mutton, dressed,per lb ..... ............. ..7
Japanese cooks are the most cruel iu
as part payment on the contract for
The street commissioner reported for tain a man’s love?
we have the largest assortment of Veal, per lb ................................'-O"
Brother— Don't return it— Chicago
the world. They cut every atom of
Lamb .....................................
9
the month of July. 1902. Filed.
laying the water mains.
flesh off a living fish piecemeal with- footwear in the city.
News.
FLOUR AND FEED.
Arrangements were made by the out first causing death.
The clerk reported the collectionof
Pnct to consumers
We know that all the smart Hay ...................................
135.14 water and light fund moneys, and,
Westinghouse
Electric Company
A woman doc* not begin to command
The lower class of the JapaneseemSto'W
Fldur, ‘•Sunlight,’-patent,per barrel ........t W
presentedtreasurer'sreceipt for the until she has promised to obey.— Se- for the acceptance by the board of ploy hardly any other material than styles are represented in our stock.
Floor1 “ Daisy."straight, P«baircl. .........4 20
attle Post-Intelligencer.
Ground Feed 55 per hundred, 29 0 per ton
a 100 K. W. dynamo a? a sub- paper for their clothing. Where wages
•mount.
We know that our quality is the Corn Meal, unbolted,LMj per huudred,28U0 per
are exceedingly low, cloth is an imstitute for the new ZOO K. TV. dy
Acceptedand treasurercharged with
ton.
Corn Meal, nolted 3
per barrel.
namo ordered: which cannot be de possibleextravagance.
the amount.
best.
M16dlluKs,.l'30per hundred
' ndr
itrOpertou.
Every
hotel in Japan las a fan, speThe clerk presented statement of, deHvered until February.
We know our prices are right.
The plans, specifications and est- cial to itself, containing a view of the
linquent taxes and ol the liquor tax' due
Hide*.
hotel and a blessing from U»e writPricespaid by theCappon& Bertsch Leather Co
imates of cost for sewers were adopthe city of Holland. $327.97 and $2,507.ings of Confucius.One of these is alNo. 1 cured hide .............................
8
This Public Statement of a ted for Fourth Street between ways given to tlie departing guest
17 respectively.
“ 1 green hide .................................7
“
Hallow
...............................
6*4C
Acceptedand treasurercharged with
Holland Citizen Will Be Columbia and Pine, Eleventh Street Many Japanese women are underWool.
between Fourth and Twelfth am going the slight surgical operation necthe amount.
Unwashed ........ ....................... 12 to 15c
Appreciated.
for Thirteenth Street between Co- essary to straighten the slant of the
The clerk reported contract for coneyelid, which distinguishes them so
structionof well at Nineteenth street
Many a reader of this in Holland lumbia Avenue and Pine Street.
liuggieit,Cheap.
A building will be built at an unmistakablyfrom Caucasian women.
station, and bonds of Moran k Watson, has gone through the selfsame exThe Japanese wit more fish than any
I will change my depository into a
with Livy Chamberlain and Elliott perience in part, and will be glad estimated cost of $975, at the
store and as i need room I will sell my
other i>eople in the world. With them
Crull as sureties.
to be shown the way to get rid of Nineteenth street pumping station
Y. DEVRIES
large stock of carriages, surreys and
meat eating is a foreign innovation,
Bonds and contract were approved.
attorney at
^ buggies, with or without rubber tires,
the constant aches and pains of a for the electrically driver pumps confined to the rich, or, ratlver, to those
Specialattentiongiven to collections.£ at way down low prices. Also some
The clerk reported that at a meeting bad back. Profit by a Holland citi- which will be installed there.
rich people who prefer it to the nagood second-hand vehicles.If you want
of the board of public works held Aug. zen’s experience.
It was recommended that water
tional diet
Office. Van der Veen
f a bargain, call in and see me.
,
dt
Phone HW. Cor. River and 8th St.
4, 1902. the contractsfor constructionof
mains
be
laid
on
Eighth
Street
ast
Mr. John Lockhart, of 28th street
H. Tak ken,
the East Fourteenth, Twelfth and West near Central avenue, says: “1 had of the Pere Marquette railway, on Bird** 1:kk» Too Much For Science.
99 East Eighth street, Holland. 2S*tf
It Is not often tlmt science acknowlEleventh street sewers awarded to C. a constant aching in my loins and Seventh street between Land ;;nd
edges herself at fault in an apparentHouse To Kent.
T. Bartlett of Evanston, 111., as per his kidneys, so that at times I could Columbia, and on Thirteenth Street
ly simple matter, but she frankly does
bid and the specifications.
It •
A good roomy house on West Eighth
hardly keep around. I could not between Land Street and College so in regard to the color and marking • It you want a good Watch
street for rent. Enquire of W. H. HornApproved,and bonds of Mr. Bartlett rest comfortably in any position, Avenue.
cheap
of a large proportion of birds' eggs.
ing, Holland. Citizens phone 233.
fixed at $3,000, with local bondsmen or and after a restlessnight I arose
A reason there must In* for their in00 TO
28-31.
CIKCUIT COt' Id
a satisfactory Surety Co. bond.
finite diversity;it cannot be an aesas tired as when I went to bed. The
C. A. Stevenson’sJewelry Store
l«-e Cream Soda.
The clerk reported that at a meeting kidney secretions became irregular,
In circuit court this week ex- thetic one, and all we can say with
Holland, Mich. •
We
aim
to disiHjnsethe finest Ice
of the board of public works held Aug. frequent and unnatural. I used dif- county treasurer John Cook changed any confidence is tluit the ever per- ?
Cream Soda in the city. H. W. Kiekvading
instinct
of
distrust
is
probably
4, 1SK)2, the clerk was instructedto sub- ferent remedies but. did not receive his plea to guilty and will be sentintveld,28 East Eighth street.
exhibited Iu eggshells ns In more immit to the council plans and specifica- any benefit.Seeing Doan’s Kidney enced August 15.
Second-Handand New Buggies and
portant things, a ml the main Wen in
tions for a suitable building,at Nine Pills advertisedI procured a box at
Uubbcr Tires.
H
'
The case of Chas. Kipp, charged their scheme of coloration has l>een
teenth street station, at an estimated J. O. Doesburg’sdrug store and
Save
money
by buying your rubber
We
have
on
hand
several
new
and
the
securing
of
safety
from
many
enewith buglary from the West Michicost of $975. Approved.
tried them. They did me so much gan Furniture Co., will probably mies by harmonizingthem with their second-hand buggies, single and vehicle tires of me. I have the celebrated Morgan & Wright rubber tire,
The clerk reported that at a meet- good that 1 got another box and
surroundings.Hut it Is a scheme full double, and second-hand single and
go over the term.
the best on the market, and can save
ing of the board of public works held then another. They cured me. ”
of perplexing exceptions, which any double harness. Al l at very reason- you money. Call in and get prices.
one can study for himself.—Pull Mall
Aug. 4, 1902, the WestinghouseCo.was
J. G. KAMPS.
For sale by all dealers.Price 50c.
able prices. If you need anything
Gazette.
granted an extension of time till B’eb. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.Y. Sole
Horseshoeing
Shop
Southwest corner
•lust Look At liar.
in this line call in and let us figure
Central avenue and Seventh street.
1, 1903, for the delivery of the 300 K. agents for tho U. S. Remember the
Whence came that sprlgbtM step,
with you.
28-tf
Ice Cream Soda.
name,
Doan’s
and
take no substitute.
W. dynamo, upon condition of loaning
faultlessskin, rich, ropy complexion,
Stratton & Kampb,
For Sale at J. O. Doesburg’sDrug Store.
We
aim
to
dispense
the
finest
Ice
smiling face. She looks good, feels
Beautiful Pictured.
the city temporarily a dynamo of not
good. Here’s her secret. She uses Dr. Cream Soda in the city. H. W. Kiek- In connection with the horseshoeing
less than 100 K. W. capacity without
A
fine
line
of the beautiful cosmos
Are you going to build? Do you need king’s New Life Pills. Result— all orshop, corner Central avenue and
pictures.Just right for adorning a
expensejto the city. Approved.
money? Call and examine our system gans active, digestion good, bo head- Intveld,28 East Eighth street.
Seventh street, Holland. 10-tf
room. For sale at
The clerk reported that at a meeting of loaning money. The Ot-awa County aches, nocbancefor “blues.’1 Try them
S. A. Martin’s.
Building
and
Loan
Association, 17 E. yourself. Only 25c at Heber Walsh.
A lazy liver makes a lazy man.
,
of the board of public works held Aug.
Eighth St.
1902, he had been instructedto reUse F. M.C. Coffees.
CT1’ Dever
Try F. M. C. Coffees.
commend to the council that water Drink F. M. C. Coffees.
presented raceipt of treasurer for the

•mount.
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OTTAWA

RAISING PHEASANTS,

OPEN HOUSES.

:«al Estate Tranifera.
COIlXtV.

-•Til-,

A Lorwe Ponltry Plant 1* Comlneted A Lover of Mrd* Who Sny* the
ne«N I* PleoBlMK «"•» l*»ortt»bl*.
on Pinna That An* It* Own.
NEW HOLLAND.
AK*T
The
pheasantIndustry In the United
Mr. A. F. Hunter tells In Reliable
A look through the Harlem creamery $a<H>.
Poultry Journal of n visit to the place States has become very popular of late
will convince anybody that it is the
Geo. E. Kollen and wife to Albert of Mr. C. K. L. Hayward. Hancock, years on account of its great demand
N. 11., “the greatest egg farm In the In tho markets at §4 to $8 per imlr,
best equippedcreamery In the county. Karaferbcek and wife, lots 0 and 10,
And Guaranteed First- (-lass.
world.” It is certainly u remarkable taxidermists paying as high as ?15 for
All machinery is now in place, so East Side add, Holland, $1,260.
story. Mr. Hunter snys:
the skin and plumage; also being
that
the
creamery
started
up
Monday.
PLATES .................$5.00!
j, jonie McCoy to Edith McCoy,
Seven thousand hens on one farm prominentlyintroduced as one of our
The New Holland school house will 2-3 0 4 n 5 8 vv 1 no I sec 35, tp George- make that certainly the largest egg
Gold Fillings, up from ...... 50
game birds in park reserves, and again
farm In the world, and tluit it is purely
White and Silver Fillings. . .50 receive a coat of paint in and outside. town, WOO.
held very frequently In captivity as
The job will be let next Tuesday afterWilliam P. Conklin and wife to Slew- and solely an egg farm Is proved by
Teeth Extracted without pain • -25
a lawn benutlfier.
the
fact
that
no
chickens
are
raised
noan at 4 o’clock.
art S. McGaw. pt e $ sw 4 sec 0, tp
The pheasant is of most not±! and
there, not any of the 7.000 layers being
Low Heines and Jacob Stegenga, who Cheater, $000.
raised by Mr. Hayward himself. All beautiful form, attractivehead, stout
are at present visitingwith their
Mrs. Nettie Curry to Sarah B. are bought each year. The birds never bill, short wing, elegant long tail,
fathers here, left lust Saturday evening
Wright, w 2-8 e 3-3 n 3 8 w 1 nw 4 sec go out of their houses (after being put adorned with beautiful golden plumIn in the autumn) until they are sold age. There is no breed more beauti3f) East Eighth
i by boat lor Chicago, where they will 3, tp Georgetown, $250.
\isit a few days with relatives.
off to market to make room for the ful. I handle a large flock of pheasWm. H. Wing and wife to Grace succeeding Hocks. One reservation ants and generally mate in pairs in
Mrs. Dr. Locnbouts and her mother
Episcopal church of Holland, w GO ft lot should be permitted in tills general tho early spring and keep them in
were the guests of Mrs. Dr. Van den
statement. The broody coops (for small parks 10 by 15 feet, with wire
3 blk 57, Holland, $1,000.
Derg last week Friday.
breakingup the broodies) sit on the inclosure cage, sides and top. 1 use
Ellen Thompson to Andrew J. KrldGeert Bots, well known in this vicinparks because pheasants do not reler, pt e 4 no 4 sec 30, tp Georgetown.
ity, died last week Wednesday after an
quire any housing; for protection and
$500.
shade 1 plant a lot of evergreens or
illness of a few days.
Andrew J. Krldlcr and wife to Mac
most any brush In the park. These
John Mceuwsen was in Grand Haven
t"
birds, being of very hardy constituSound a ringing chorus of praise on business last week Monday and C. Post, pt e 4 ne 4 sec 30, p George5501,1,(1 a nn81"B '',1UIUS
tion, will stand almost any kind of
town, $500.
when mention is made of
Wednesday and attended the Demoweather and will not take shelter at
Elizabeth Van Lopik to Peter Koopcratic convention.
any time and will stand any climate.
mao, lot 201, city of Grand Haven, $3,Diseases so common among chickens,
Sunlight and Daisy Flour. J. Kouw, who lost a horse about two
500.
as
roup, etc., have never yet occurred
months ago, had the misfortuneof
In my flock. In July 1 change cock
Peter Koopman and wife to August
Meats are too high now; use more loosinganother one a few days ago with
birds which have not been used in the
Uihleln, lot 261, city of Grand. Haven.
flour and less meat and enjoy better the same disease.
breeding pens that season with the
$3,000.
John Meeuwsen threshed D03 bushels
hens, causing every egg to be fertile
health.
ONE OP MU. HAYWARD’S HOUSES.
William J. Moorman and wife to
to the last one laid. Pheasants are
of wheat from 17 acres of land Monday.
Joseph Harris,n 4 ne 4 sec t), tp Ches- ground outside and in front of each very tame and intelligentwith their
Henry Van den Berg, student at the
house, and persistentlybroody birds keeper and always ready to be called.
ter, $000.
medical departmentat Ann Arbor, Is
ore put out In those coops for a few A pheasant hen lays about sixty to
John G. Tibbet and wife to Jan H.
expected home this week Saturdayfor
days until broko. of the desire to In- sixty-live eggs in a season, commencLocks, sc 4 se 4 so 4 sec 27, tp George- cubate, then returned to the house
a vacation.
ing in May, till September. They make
town, $400.
their nests on the ground. Their feed
again.
Mr. and Mrs. Lew Heins and children
The houses are all alike as to plan, should be principally cut clover, giouud
Willem Thleleraau and wife to Marof Grand Rapids, who have been visitbeing eight feet square on tlie ground feed and heavy white oats. They are
ing with their father,M. P. Stegenga, tin De Glopper, e 4 lot 104, Grand Haand built exactly like the “A” tents very poor mothers at best in confinefor about three weeks, will return home ven, $800.
that some of us slept In In 1801-65. Tho ment. They do not seem to have much
John Ruinpudt ami wife to Jacob floor is of two tl lick nesses of boards maternal love for their young, therethis week Thursday. Mr. Heins is a
62 MONROE
1
member of the lire department of Grand Schneeberger, e 4 so 4 sec 13, tp Hol- laid so as to break Joints, and there is fore to raise these birds 1 use coma i-iTTkoi
T
no frame whatever. Tliere is a square mon Chicken hens. Pheasants hatch
land, $2,300.
Rapids.
William A. Lyttle and wife to John base some fifteen Inches high made of within twenty-twodays, excepting silMr. .and Mrs. Jacob Stegenga, who
two Inch thick planks: then tlie roof ver, which hatch in twenty-eight days.
tt 1 n n
1 rtmvi t t
; t
t
Boyle,
lots 8 and 0, blk 11, village of
have been visiting with their father M.
boards, cut eight feet long, are nailed Now, the most Important point In raisP. Stegenga, for a few weeks, returned Ferrysburg, $300.
to the base and the Inch board ridge- ing pheasants is to rid the sitting hen
to Grand Rapids. M r. Stegenga is emJohn H. Raven and wife to Mary E pole. The back (north)end is boarded of flee and red mites while hatching,
ployed in the postoflloe at that city.
up solid, while the front end is Iwarded for which l use a lice powder which
Hopkins, s 4 nw fr 4 and sw fr 4 sec 0,
up about fifteen to eighteen inches and is very effective.
C. M. De Zouw took the job last Tues- tp Holland, $5,500.
down from the apex of the robf about
Tlie first three or four weeks l feed
day of painting the New Holland school
eighteen inches to give sufficient stiff- hard boiled eggs, dry breadcrumbs
MarriageLicenses.
house, the. job to be tinished by Sept. 1.
ness, and the balance Is just sufficient and patent game food, about one egg
OTTAWA COUSTV.
Dr. and Mrs. Van den Berg and Mrs.
boarding to make a door with a frame to eight young daily, and give them
J. Brouwer called on friends at VriesAlbert Uuege, :7, Two Rivers Wls.; to bang and hasp It to. All the open free range. I never touch them with
space is covered with inch mesh wire my hands, always using fork or spoon,
land this week Wednesday.
Mabel Mage, 18, Two Rivers, Wls.
$30,000
netting,which effectually excludes and place their coop near lawn or
$30,000
Mrs. J. Brouwer and daughterNettie
Hoyd Elbert Van Sickle. 24, Grand “varmints.” but freely admits tlie air.
^ For Half Price
clover patch or lettuce garden. Greens
For Half Price
will leave next Monday for a few weeks Rapids; Maud M. Moore, 22, Nunica.
The houses are built with roofs and and grass are as much the staff for
visit at Rudyard with relatives.
........
young pheasants as is bread for man.
Gerardus Te Kolste, 25, Holland; back walls shingled.
The houses rest upon four small i use large, airy dry goods boxes for
The Public knows? what our Scml-Auuuol HALF PHICE SALE
Eugene Fellows of Ottawa was here Henrietta A. Zwemer, 24, Holland.
stones, one at each corner, to bring the coops and place them in shady spots
means— just as we
4
last Tuesday repairing phones.
Frank Thompson, 20. Coopersville: floors up from the damp ground. In
Fi^t-class new up- lodute womens outer wearing appare! at 50 cents
or plant fresh cut brush about for the
Jacob Wiersink of East Holland has Jennie HKstnenv 26, Coopersville.
that country there is much frost, and first three days. I place a yard three
onthTdollar. Manv g««»ds in our sale that are one year in advance of
been engaged as principalfor our school
the ordinat\vFashions. This is OUR method of nevku having any oldWellingtonC. Mayor, 40, Chicago; the freezingand thawing of tlie ground feet square around the coop in order
cause these foundation stones to sink for them to get used to their mother's
and Miss C. Ten Have as assistant. May Hackbaith, 27, Milwaukee.
6t> TaibrtV Subs, k Silk and Wool Dress Skirte. Silk and Laundried
into tlie ground gradually.
call and not wander off. Pheasants
Miss Ten Have has taught our school
David De Bruyn, 24. Zeeland; HenTlie inside furniture of these houses when hatched are very strong and livefor a number of years very successfully.
rietta N. Bosch, 22, Zeeland.
is of the simplest. At the back and ly and ready to eat at once. I feed
Coen rand Stall has been re-engaged
about three feet above tlie floor two principallydry breadcrumbs the first
ALLECAXCOL' NTT.
as janitorfor our school for the next
roost poles are set. about a foot of day. I claim nothing but lice kills
Permission to marry has been granspace between them, and the rear one young pheasants. They are easy to
NOTE— Thursday closed all day to arrange
^ g
school term.
ted to the following named persons’
C Smit was called to Grand Rapids Joshua Andrews and Lucy Foster, both about six inches from the wall. There raise and stand any kind of climate.
are two small nest boxes, one in each I raised 75 per cent last year, and most
last week on account of the illnessof of Way land; John Bockhuisand Hattie
from corner; a small box about 10 of the birds were raised in August.
his brother William.
G. Kiorup, both of Oakland; Vernor inches square by 0 indies deep, for tlie When five weeks old. 1 feed a variety
J. S. Brouwer did not run away, but Goucher and Ida Wise, both of W atson. food, another for crushed oyster shells of grain. Pheasants are very small
and a dust box about 2 feet square by feeders. Feed for ten head of fowl is
his horse did, and he was left in the
Shat ten All Uecoril*.
8 Inches deep. The water pan is out- enough for thirty pheasants. They
road to think matters over. He decided
side at the back corner, with a small grow and feather very fast, size of
Twice
in
hospital,
F.
A.
Gulledge,
be had better start and catch the anigutter to convey the drip from one eate quail when four weeks old. and have
mal, which he did in course of time. Verbena, Ala., paid a vast sum to doctors to cure a severe case of piles, caus- to it in rainy weather, and an aper- their full plumage and long tail when
No damage was done.
ing 24 tumors. When all failed, Buck- ture 2 by 4 Inches gives tlie fowls room five months old, which changes every
The team of Mr. Stegenga took an len’s Arnica Salve soon cured him. to put the head out and drink. The year more brilliant and beautiful. An
Subdues Inflammation, conquers Aches, pan is of cast iron, is about 10 inches
outing a few days ago on our public
important point is to give lots of brush
ur
kills Pains. Best salve in the world.
square by 5 indies deep and is emptied to roost on and shelter from the north,
highway. No damage was done, they
25c at Heber Walsh.
and carefully rinsed out once a week. j They cannot stand roosting on damp
only wished to show their speed.
This arrangement of water pan and 1 grounds. When eight to ten weeks,
We are offering our large new stock of Straw Hats at
gutter entirely avoids watering In rainy old. I cage them in two inch mesh
Love
of
Country.
Look Flennaut,I*le«»e.
For the love of country, as such, it weather.
poultry wire, and all danger is past.
PhotographerC. C. Harlan, of Eaton,
would be difficult to decide between The droppings are cleaned out of the They are as hardy as geese.
O., can do so now. though for years he
houses twice a year, fall and spring;
If you are a lover of birds, try to
couldn’tbecause he suffered untold the highlanderof Scotland and the
once a week (or thereabouts) a shovel- raise pheasants. You will find it a
.mountain
born
Inhabitants
of
the
Tyrol.
agony from the worst form of indigestion. All physicians and medicines Both will wander in search of fortune ful of dry earth is scattered over the great pleasure, besides being a very
failed to help him till he tried Electric to the ends of the world and yet look droppings in each house and tlie piles profitable industry. 1 had tlie pleasure
Bitters, which worked such wonders for back to their native mountains as their left to accumulate till the next clean- of hearing Patti sing “Home. Sweet
bim that he declares they are a god- only real home. The same is true of ing.
Home.” and Olga Nethersole play
We have bought too many and must dispose of them.
send to sufferers from dyspepsiaand the Swiss, although in a lesser degree. Tlie question will naturally arise. Is “Carmen.” I have seen a great many
t
stomach troubles. Unrivaled for disIt is a very' singular fact that inhab- this close confinementplan, with de- sights all over the world, but none
eases of the Stomach, Liver and Kiditants of mountainous countries pos- cidedly small profits, an improvement has afforded me tlie pleasure1 get
neys, they build up and give new life to
on the semicouflnementplan, with its from looking at my beautiful pheasthe whole system. Try them. Only sess this feeling of attachment In a
goodly egg yield In the months of high ants. the most beautiful birds In the
much
Intenser
form
than
those
of
flat
50c. Guaranteedby Heber Walsh.
prices and two to three times the profit world and which become more beauticountries.
'
per fowl kept?
ful every year.— Fred Sudow in Inland
UP-TO-DATEHATTERS, FURNISHERSAND TAILORS.
When once liberatedwithin your sysWe think the question will be-in- Poultry Journal.
Jtni (O'Rrlen’aEpitaph.
tem, it produces a most wonderful effect.
“I suppose our western country has It’e worth one’s last dollar to feel the deed Is already— answered in the nega21 EAST EIGHTH ST., HOLLAND.
furnished more funny things In the ep- pleasure of life that comes by taking tive. We think the advantageis all on
Beware of Fermented Food.
the sido of the semieonfinemontand
itaph line than all the rest of the Rocky Mountain Tea. Haan Bros.
Food that has fermentedhas no place
eggs all the year around plan; that in the poultry yard, or sh mid have
world.” remarked a Colorado ex-conPreaching Monkey*.
getting practicallyno eggs in Novem- none, and this includes both house and
gressmau.
The author of “The History of Bra- ber. December and January is a tre- city swill, it is true that hens will cat
“I remember one that adorned the
cemetery at LeadvilleIn the palmy zil” tells of a speciesof monkey called mendous tax. As one of tlie men with l it, and often greedily.If they lack for
days of that great mining camp. It “preachers.” Every morning and whom we talked remarked.“It takes j meat and vegetables,for the hen seems
seems that In the course of a barroom evening these monkeys assemble In nerve to feed out two carloads of grain j to lack in organs of taste or smell, but
broil one Jim O’Brien, a well known the woods. One takes a higher posi- a month for three or four months, with ithe soured food not only causes loss
| from diarrhea in chickens and in older
character, had his existence terminat- tion than the rest and makes a signal substantiallyno returns for it"
i birds, often fatal to the chickens, but
ed prematurely, lie was a good fel- with his fore paw. At this signal the
The i’rofltaiile Seaaon.
low In the main and not' without others sit around him ami listen. When
it causes early decay of both meat and
they are all seated, ho begins to utter
An exchange re|>orts one who has eggs from those that have been fed on
friends. One of the dead man's assoa series of sounds. When lie stops long been in the iwultry business as it. This is one objection to the green
ciates, In deep grief over his demise,
these cries, he makes another signal saying that he has sold br/ilers all the cut bone so much recommended by
erected a wooden slab over his grave
on which he had written In large let- with his paw, and the others cry out way from IS to 40 cents i pound, and many. It is not always easy in a coununtil he makes a third signal, upon the forty cent price looked like a good try town to get bone and meat fresh
ters:
“Jim O’Brien departed for heaven at which they become silent again. This thing, but be could not make as much from the market every day in which
author, Mr. Maregrove, asserts that he money on them as on those he mar- the meat has not been spoiled by too
f<:30a. m.
“A local humorist happened along was a witness to these preachings.
keted in early fall and winter at IS to long keeping, and the same is true of
soon afterwardand apfwnded the fol20 cents. The eggs cost more for those fish. Botli impart a disagreeable flaNo HanIi Reinnrk*.
hatched in winter, do not hatch as vor to eggs ami meat if not sweet when
lowing:
“Mrs. McSmith is a very queer wid well. Hie chickens require much more fed, which grows worse rapidly alter
“Heaven, 4:20 p. m. -O'Brien not yet arrived. Intense excitementThe worst is crw.”
l care and work, and when they get this they have been kept a few days. The
Price
feared."
“Queer in what
i
uil-uj k*
| me
the moruimy
mortality among them
is grcuu;*
greater dried beef scraps or desiccated fish are
—Washington Times.
“No one lias ever beard her say sliCj an(j yiey will not mature as rapidly as better,but they should have a bright
wouldn’t
marry
best ,hnn
man that
—
— *• the
4U“ ,“'ut
,hftt those hatched in warm weather. When look and a greasy feeling, as those
Bfe;
both sides of the account are carefully treated with naphtha to get out the
The best physic, Chamberlain’s Stom- ever lived.”— Puck.
kept, we think the chickens liatcbed grease are not as good.
—A
ach and Liver Tablets. Easy to take.
Accidentally.
from June to September will usually
Pleasant in effect. For sale by Heber
Hoax-How did he make his money? show as much profit as the March and
No CoekKiire Plan.
Walsh, Holland: Van Bree & Sons, ZeeJoax— Quite by accident
April chickens if well fed and the
There are no Ironclad rules In poulland. _
Hoax— How was that?
young cockerels and such pullets as try keeping. One person succeeds best
Joax-He
lost a leg in a railroad are not desired to be wintered nre sold one way and another person in anothis constructed of tne best steel and is small, thus making it strong and still light
Hinder Twine.
wreck and recovered damages.— Phila- as broilers.
er way. Pens from good laying strains
This avoids a team hauling unnecessaryweight and labor for the farmer as a
Farmers, call in and get my prices on delphia Record.
lay remarkably well one season and
boy can do a man’s work with these plows. If properlyadjusted it wUl run
alone. If skeptical we can convince you. We also carry a full line of rarm binder twine. Best quality at lowest
another season, under the same or betDacklimr*.
prices. John Van Gelderen, Zeeland.
Close HesenibhAnce.
Wagons and Vehicles of all descriptions
Young ducks require shade and pro- ter treatment, do not pay expenses.
We do wood work, general Blacksxithingand Horseshoeing.
“Contentment." said Uncle Eben, “is tection from the sun. In the summer But the Idea is to keep right on. and
Ordinary household accidents have a mighty fine thing. But de trouble season it is best to let them subsiston you will find that lots of good comes
no terrors when there’sa bottle of Dr. about It Is dat it Is fcjn’ o’ hahd to
grass and Insects, as grain (oodBi too with the bad. Success does not come
Thomas’ EclectricOil in the medicine ’stingushf um plain Iciness."— Washwithout au effort
heating.
chest. Heals burns, cuts, bruises,
Ludwig Wolter and wife to Sarah F,.
Hannum, nw f nw i sec 7, tp Rfbtnson,
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DUCK RAISING.

"List M»y,'' Mjrs Mr*. Curtis Bator,

A

PreStaAto Bwalaewi If CwwOneteA
•a Cwvreet Mmm.
Ducks are not as good foragers at
cholera infantum.The doctor had
heiw nor such prolific layers. Unless
gUcn up all hopes of recotery. I took
fed and sold carefully they are not
a bottle of Chamberlain'sColic, Choi*
very profitable.Owing to the artificial
ora and Diarrhoea Remedy to the
conditionsunder which the Peklns are
bouse, tolling them 1 felt sure It would
reared they atv powerless to provide
do good if used according to direct! on a
themselves with the kind of food and
In two days' time the child had fully
quarters which their Instincts call for.
rocorered,and is now (nearly a year
They have to eat what Is provided and
slnce)\ tigorous, healthy girl. I hare
alecp where they are put. The food,
recommended this Remedy frequently therefore, must be such as will give
and have never known it to fail in any
best results and the sleeping room
•ingle instanc-*.”For sale by Heber
kept clean, dry and well ventilated,
Walsh, Holland; Van Rree Sous. Zee*| fw< whUe duck8 !hrlve ln molst land
of

BookwalWr, Ohio, "an infant child

of our neighbor's was suffering fro*

MOLTING OF FOWLS,
A SKULL FOR “HAMLET.'*
UferMtloa Amput This •••whM The 044 Mmnupr la WMeh tfc* Mat
Mrttsrtomi PuMSi.

In respect to time, molting mr to
characterised as early or late. The
younger fowls, as a rule, begin and

complete the molt early, With them

Booth A*«alro4 Oat.
The elder Booth acquired a skull for
use In "Hamlet” lu an mid maimer, according to a story lu Been and Heard.
The tragedian, somewhat In his cups,
was traveling near Ixiuisvlllo when he
took a horse from a field and rode off
with It Horse stealing at that time
.was a capital offense In Kentucky,and
the greatest horse thief was a man
named Fontaine. Booth awe soon overtaken and when asked where be got

SCOTT-LUGERS

the seaton rani from July to September. The older fowls bogln molting
later and often do not complete the
proceea until cold weather has set In.
With them the molting oetsoa extends
from August or September to Novem*
her or December. Age, therefore,Is
usually reckoned as an element In the animal said:
molting, and the principleIs laid down
*T captured him In a field back
that the older the fowl Is the liter here."
will It be In undergoing the processof
"Indeed!" said one of the farmers.
molting. While this statement of the "And what might your name lief"
j and In the water at day, they will not
"My name Is Fontaine," said Booth,
•
I stand danq\ dirt or poor ventilation
at principleembodies an observed set of
facts, yet It does not state, it seems without a smile.
BUA1N FOOD
to me, the real cause of the difference
"Fontaine!" ejaculated both men siAnother ridiculousfood fad has been | they become Mind, lose appetite and In time of molting fowls. The real multaneously. "Then you nre the very
branded by the most competent author* ! an? mv difficultto fatten. The small cause I believe to tie a differenceIn man we want Como back to town
vigor. As a fowl grows older it loses with us."
itlcs. They have di skilled the •'•'vjblnlihave vertigo and frequently die.
notion thm one kind ot (ood I. ooeded i A, climT,uxlt ,,uok ra,K.,,t|„.y
in vigor, just as a man of years loses
"Certainly,"said Booth In the most
for brain, another for muscles, and still
,
,
hop
vim's Into arlwrs over the yarda. his power of recuperation after effort; good natured manner, and, wheeling
another for hones. A correct diet will
so a fowl loses Its power of early molt- his horse, he rode back to foulsvIUe
not only nourish a ('articular ('art of The vinos grow forty feet in a short
ing, and each year sees the process with his captors.
the body, but it will sustain every other time, make a cool dense shade and
part. Yet, however good your fix'd are very beautiful csiwclallywhen In deferred to a later period. Anything The city Jail was then in charge of a
mav be. lu nutrimentis destroyed by bloom; also the giant Russian sunflow- which will tend to keep np the vigor Colonel Thomas, who knew Booth
indigestion or dyspepsia.You must er is grown in lanes and hedges. It of the fowl will also tend to secure for Well "We have brought you Fontaine,
prepare for their appearanceor pre- quickly attains a tropical luxuriance It an early molt
the horse thief, and claim the reward,"
Molting, again, may he characterized said the farmers proudly, addressing
vent their coming by taking regular and Is especially satisfactory where
doses of Green's August Flower,
_ __ ___ .
as gradual or sudden. Some fowls the Jailer.
favorite medicine of the healthv mil- *vards nre often 0‘anged. Fruit trees will begin to drop a few feathers and
"Where Is he?" they were asked.
ii. n •
A
aids digesUcn,*stim* a,u! graiwines also throw a fine shadat once replace them and will keep np Booth was produced. "Why, what
ow.
It
is
well
to
plant
an
occasional
uiavs the liver to healthy action, purithis process until the whole plumage does this menu, Mr. Booth?" asked
fies the blood, and makes you feel buoy- crop on the duck grounds. Last year
has lieen renewed. They are at all Thomas.
ant and vigorous.You can get Dr. G. they cut four heavy growths of clover
times completoly clothed,although the
"I haven't the slightestidea," said
G. Green's reliable remedies at Heber I from a yard thus seeded down.
n*.,'.uv.
n
j Mich.
\
. .
Walsh's drug store, it.
Holland.
Now as to care anil food, there Is clothing during the process is an In- the great tragedian, with the utmost
termixtureof new and old' feathers simplicity."I met these two men with
Get Green's Special Almanac.
no fowl that responds so promptly to
of bright and faded colors,producing this horse, and they Insistedupon givgood care and food as does the Pekin
a patchy and Irregulareffect upon the ing It to me. I guess they stole It. I
duck nor any bird whose size and egg
tiootl Shoe Ftriu
eye of the beholder. Other fowls will think one of them ts Fontaine.’1
productionare so completelyunder
The rust 'os were abont to bo locked
One of the leading shoe .firms in the human control. The breeding flock re- drop nearly the whole of their plumcounty is the F’oest Brothers of Zee- quires the year round as near a "free age In a few days and for weeks will np when by the most singular coiu“scud under bare poles," look poor, cidenee a man rushed to the prlsou
land. These enterprisingdealers have
range" ns circumstanceswill admit,
a fine location on Main street and carry
forlorn and deserted until the new door on horseback and shouted out
ami where streams, lakes or ponds are
a full lice of shoes of ai! kinds, slippers,
plumage has had time to grow and the information tlmt the real Fontaine
rubbers, boots, etc. They have esta- available the ducks enjoy a specially cover their nakedness.The first form
had been taken into custody. Booth
blisheda fine trade by closely watching happy time. When they do not have
of molting seems to be better for the made Fontaine's acquaintancein jail,
the demands of the public and by giving them, they grub around and are fairly
fowls, renderingthem less liable to and the horse thief, who was executed
good qualityat very reasonable prices. well contented, but their grimy feathtake cold, especiallyIf the molt takes later, left by will his skull to the actor.
ers contrast unfavorably with the milk
place in the fall, while the second form
white plumage of their more favored
has the advantageof having all of the
sisters. It Is a pathetic,though interCOUGAR’S FIGHTING.
plumage of the same age and thereesting, sight to watch birds that have
fore of uniform brightness and freshRow a Boll Elk Won a Battle By a
never seen water outside their drinkness. For exhibition purposes the secWith Saving's Department.
Solar Pies a* Blow.
ing fountains go through all the mo
ond Is the better form of molt Why
The
cougar
does not leap upon its big
$50,000.00. tions of taking a bath, even to the some fowls should molt gradually and
game nor drop u|K)u it out of treetops,
graceful
diving
movements
and
the
Cor. El(htli nikI Market Streets.
others suddenly Is not known. It is
throwing of spray from head and due to some peculiarityof tbs consti- but sneaks close or lies In wait upon
the level and goes from cover in a
ISAAC CAPPON.
G. W. Mokma, wings.— Country Life in America.
tution. but what the peculiarityIs and
straightrush like the tiger or the huntPresidest. Cashier.
how It is caused are mysteries.
ing leopard. It endeavors to seize upon
and Dock Opposite
Mills.
The old writers used to think molting the lower throat or shoulder jvitli Its
A
BATH.
a sort of disease,and “molting fever"
teeth and to twist the quarry’s head
Planing Mill and Office on River Street, near Tenth.
It Is Intended Fur a City Lut Which became a common term. We have outHolland
against this “purchase"In its powerIla>
No
Sewer
Connections.
WITH SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
grown that, ns we have many other ful forearmsuntil the neck is broken.
1 send you n description of a duck things,but that view of the case imllCorner Eisb»h and River Streets,
bath that may be used on a city lot eau J good care should be given to the Failing in its attempt, yet makiug
HOLLAND, MICH.
good its catch hold, the cougar will— to
/SjS- Incorporatedas a State Bank which has no sewer connection. It is molting fowl. That fact can never l»e put it modern!}—go in and finish in
in /Sgo.
very cheap to make, writes Frank outgrown. Molting fowls should alany old style. It will usually finish
A general banking businesstransacted. Kipp to Reliable Poultry Journal
ways linve the best of care, not because once tooth and claw are engaged,hut
Interestpaid on certificates.
First, take an old barrel and knock they are sick, but because the growth
sometimes It fails and even gets the
Loans made.
out the bottom. Dig a hide five feet of a new covering makes extraordinary
j
$50,000 deep and put the open end of the bar- demands upon their systems, and they worst of an encounter.
Felix Michaud, a most reliablefree
rel down. Then make the box to salt should be aided to meet these demands,
trapiier of the old regime, once told me
D. B. K. Van Raalte. - President. yourself,hut mine is 4 by G feet and
and because of the seautlneas of their he had watched a lion stalking a bull
Adrian Van Putten, Vice President. a foot high. Cut
Inch hole In the clothing they should lx* protected from
C. Ver Schure.
Cashier.
elk. It was a Teton mountain cougar
cold winds and rains by comfortable
of the big variety. It went from cover
We can supply your needs in Lumber, Shingles, Lath, Window
shelter. At this time they are liable to
in a headlbng rush, but missed Its neck
and
Door Frames, Doors, etc.
have our own mills and can
contract colds and other dlseaast, and
stroke as the' bull lunged ahead, catchsuch things should be guarded against,
ing him at the point of the shoulder save you middlemen’s profits. Call on us, inspect our stock and*
Jt;XE22.IW8.
and because of the strain ujon their
and going under his belly. Both .ani- get our prices.
Trains leave Holland ts follows:
system In growing new plumage they mals were bawled over in a mlxup of
For Chicago and We-t—
should be lilierallyfed upon food adapthair, hoofs, claws and horns. In a
340a.m. *12 10 a. in. 8 05a.m. 1242p.m. *5 35 p.m
ed to promote feather growth. Feathbrief struggle,ns they rolled over toFor (irnud Rapid* and North—
ers are largely composed of nitrogen,
*5 25 a. m. 8 00 «. m.
gether, the cougar was thrown. Into the
*12 30 p. ra. 4 22 p. «. S< 55 p. m. 1 50 p in.
with a trace of sulphur, and their comair, ns If hoisted by a spring trap, by
For SMgiuaiv and Detroit—
position indicates what should be the
(Successorsto Elenbaas & Co.)
».'< 25 a. m. 4 22 p, a.
a convulsive kick from the bull’s hind
character of the food at this period.
For MuNkegoii—
leg. The maddened elk gained its legs
535 A. m
In a state of nature the molt takes
and chased Its enemy off the field. An
12 50 p.m. 4 25 p.m. 10 00 p.m.
place when birds can obtain a liberal
unlocked iw punch in the wind had
For Allegan- 10 10a. m. 725 p m.
supply of Insect life. Bugs and worms
Freightleaves from East Y at 6 05 A. m.
taken, the- sand out of pussy.— Outing.
are then abundant,and they furnish
For Ottaw Reach— 12 45 p. m 7 25 p. m
Sag?
the nitrogenous elements necessary for
•Daily. H. F. MOELLER. Gen. Pass. Ant.
VAKM FOH SALE.
TUL BATHTUB IN i’LACE.
feather growing. In a state of domestiDetroit, Mich
F. TOWNSEND. Agent. Holland.
cation
the
fowls
are
dependent
upon
1
offer
my
farm of 120 acres, good
middle of the bottom and then get two
man for their food supply, and he house and 3 barns and sheds, power
1% inch flanges and two pieces of
mill pumping mill, young apple orchard
Grand Rapids. Holland & Lake Michigan inch pipe, one piece being fourteen ought to furnish the best available suband some cherries.Eighty acres is
stitutes
for
iusect
life.
These
are
to
be
inches
long
and
the
other
ten
Inches.
RAPID RAILWAY.
good loam and forty is lighter. Will
found in articles of food rich in nitroCars leave waiting-roomat Holland for Grand Take the longer piece and a flange and
One aloneheats three or more
sell either 40 orl20. The Citizens’ teleRapids and intermediatepoints, as follows:
screw them together and then screw gen. Wheat bran, beef scraps, lean phone exchange is at my house and 1
upper anil adjoining room*. Th« only
it to the bottom of the box. Then beef, ground bones, oats and wheat, would like party who buys to also take
fire-place grate that can be piped to »ny
a. m.
--- P. M clover and some other foods are rich in charge of this. Some money in it.
chimney like a common store — n« specially
5 15 7 37
9 37 12
4 37
8 37 put about a foot of earth on top of the
constructedchimneyrequired.The “Aldine”
nitrogen,while corn is deficient in this
Price reasonable and terms part cash
f» 37
8 37
10 37 1
5 37
9 37 barrel and set your box down in the
saves 00 per cent of fuel and more than
11 37 2
6 37
10 37 ground so that the top is even with the element yet as heat and force are con- and balance on time. For particulars
Hft per cent of the heat which other grates
Eugene Fellows,
3
7 37
surface of the ground. Screw a flange vertibleterms, and force Is needed at enquire
waste. Takes the cold air from the lloors,
Ottawa
11-tf
tbls
period,
corn
should
also
be
furon the inside of the box over the hole,
Cars leave Gran-1Rapid* from Lyon Street:
warms and purifies It, and makes the tem--- H
--- P. M
the same as the other, and screw the nished to some extent
perature the same in all parts of the rooms.
For
feeding
molting
fowls
the
followG 00 S 00 10 00] 1
500
9 00 ten inch piece of pipe lu so that you
Farm For Sale.
Hums hard coal, keeps lire night and day as
7 00 9 00
11 00 j 2
6 00
10 00 can unscrew it to let out the water lu ing formula will be found useful:For
long *s wanted, -and also burns coke, wood,
An 18 acre fruit farm located half a
12 00 3
7 00
1100 order to clean the box. Run the inlet the morning meal give two pints by mile south of the Holland depot for
grtsor soft coal. VENTILATION 1»EK! 4
8 00
FECT— no draughts. The most healthful
pipe marked "F" as near to the hy- bulk of finely ground wheat bran, one sale. Contains 100 c*bi rry trees, 100
and the most economical heater made. FinL'vc Holland for MacatawaPark and Saumuck drant or source of water supply as part of cornmeal one part of beef plum trees, ICO peacn trees, 3 acres
a.
---- P
ished in old slker, bronze. brass, or nickel,
possible, so that a hose can be attach- scraps or. ground green bone, and to raspberries, half an acre currants,
the “Aldino” beautifiesthe home. On the
'G 30 8 20 10 20 12
4 20
8 20 ed and the water allowed to run In for each quart of the mixture one heaping strawberry patch, 100 apple and pear
market over ten years, and now In thousands
7 *20 9 20 11 20 1
5 20
9 20 fifteen to twenty minutes each day, so teaspoonful of sulphur; mix thoroughly trees. For particulars enquire at this
of the costliestresidences of prominent
i 2
6 20
10 20 that the box will be filled with clear with boiling water and allow the mix- office.
•To Park only.
3
7 20
bankerSi merchants, lawyers and physicians
ture to stand until It is cooled down to
water.
throughout the United States. The beautiful
Leave Ssngafitck for Holland; as follow
FARM FOR SALE.
1 keep a few ducks, and they thor- a warmth that enables It to lie handled
a
---P M without burning.
oughly enjoy their bath.
Aldine High-grade Wood Mantels
A
finely located farm of 3r) acres,
6 00 8 00 10 00 1200 4 00
800
Foods should be fed wa.;n, but west of Holland, near Macatawa Bay.
7 00 9 fjO 11 00
arc in harmony with the matchless Aldine
5 00
9 00
should never be fed Ixit For the even- Good house and old barn. Good water,
Selecting the Pullet*.
Fire-place. Write for Catalogue.
2
G 00
10 00
ing meal give equal parts of wheat and nice apple orchard and other fruits.
As
your
young
stock
grows,
select
d
7 00
11 00
Will
sell
all
or
in
two
parcels.
For
ALDINE GRATE AND MANTEL CO.
from all the broods the very finest, oats. At midday feed all the green
Grand ItupIdM,Mich.
strongest and most vigorous pullets to clover the fowls will eat To the drink- particularscall at this office.
keep for winter layers. Size, strength ing water add a small quantity of sulGeo.
6c
Ice Cream Soda.
phate of iron, just enough to slightly
discolorthe water und'givc It a brackWo aim to dispenso the finest Ice
ish taste.— II. & Babcock in American Cream Soda in the city. H. W. Kiek411 West Eighth St., Holland.
Cut Fitters for All OcceMvrs
tye to seethe best egg producers while Poultry Journal
Intvcld, 28 East Eighth street.
by losli, telephone or tt seraph
yet undeveloped. Save all such for
Telephone No. 38.
GRAND HAVEN, MICH. ; your own use; never part with them
Keep Only GimkI One*.
unless you have more than you need.
Standard bred iwultry— that Is, the
(.; A/ter they are selectedkeep them well birds bred to a fixed standard— will
d -a
Pit
mvler your own eye and select from yield better results to the farmer or
A. Van Pouen, vice
G.
Bt
' &1J those the very beet egg producers marketman than will a mixed flock of
dependi Upon the nerves.
- to lay the eggs from which you will nondescripts,for the reason that standWhen they tre exhausted, the
^ A<
grow your future stock, and gradually ard breds have been carefullyselected
mind and muscles suffer.
and mated for generations,and vigor
? tu* way yov w,u 8°,n *« <**
Strong nerves mean strong bod*
Birds mounted true to nature.
Mmou'.c HtJJ, <ju
of w«ii,>Aafcy, j d action. The best bens are the ones and health have been as much the
les and dear brains.
Send for price-list.
‘“j' a*
«* vs» aim of the fancier us have plumage
No matter from what cause the
12. Dec. 10: aSo on
Job:: ; oa'> -j hk u tl^it are of fair slv/i. good form and and general standard requirements.
nerves become debilitated,
Digests
you
eat.
ISO
Trowbridge
St.
And Dec
JA6. L. conk’i.v, w k. nicely finished. Such eggs sell tlie
Otto Bkzvxan.Sec y
It artificially digests the food andaldl
^ _____
usually produce the best and
Keep Turkey* Growl ok.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Nature la strengtheningand recon*
, hove tlx; best value hi the market.—
The best prki-s are nnllzod for •tructing the exhausted digestive or*
L'pljolfcterloy
Feathers.
Thuiiksglvliigturkeys, but the major gans. It Is the latest discovereddigest*
will restore them to a healthv.
I do upboiBtering and can give you
vigorous
J
Ity of the birds are uot heavy enough ant and tonic. No other preparation
good work at reasonable prices. Call
to market at that time. Don’t let them
If you can not sleep, or if your
or drop a card acd J will look after the t)
8,lfD*
Take the ftoulM,orlfUMl
memory is failing,take this gratis
C. M. Hanson 1 ri ' rormmm'rH ,jf rour' flre canker. get wet Feed them regularly three
373 W. 16th street,
sneezing, distemper, heavy colds. times a day and when they roam the
ROCKY MOUNTAIN TCA
advice— use Palmo Tablets.
swelled head, ulcers in mouth and dls- fields give a full feed In the morning Flatulence,Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Made ealjr by Medleea Medb
fiOoenUabox, 12 for |5.00. Valuable
Sick Headache,Oastralgla,Crampsand
due C#.» Medlcea. Wto. M
charge from the nostrils.. It becomes and another at night Oats ami wheat
book, free.
keeps yen well. Oar trade
all other results of imperfect digestion.
A fine new line of paper naDkim; and roup only when a fetid stench occomMark cot oa each package.
are better than corn during the grow- Price 50e. andSL LarieoliecontalnsSK
HaWd Drug Oa, CImland, O.
times
Price, ja cente. Never sold
•maUslM. Boo k all aboutdyipepsla mailed free
Book Store.1
Manln 6 Drug attd Panics these symptoms.
ing period.
la balk. Accept ao eabstb
Prepend by C. C. OsWITT a CO* Chicago- OMaRreetTioieee
talc. Ask year dragfUt.
Sold by II. Walsh, Druggist, Holland.
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impacted ear wax.
It ConieN From aud
Should He Treated.

How

DR. FENNER’S
It

The normal secretion of the orifice
of the ear is the product of glands

KIDNEY

An ncoi*
dent Snturdny innm*d wlmt was ex- The Poetul AuthorltleM Have a Hfn- situated In the outer half of the canal
pected would prove to be the greatest
tem hr Whlvh a nocament May He only. Tills secretion—the cerumen,or
trotting event In turf history. In probReclaimed if AiuiHeatlonIn Made ear wax Is slowly poured from the

HERE.

perhaps you have a room to furnish.

We

Before It

In Delivered.

A few days ago

to replace a wornout carpet with a new one, or oia

new. Or

THE

Hurt ford, Conn., Aufr. 4.—

ably the second heat of the $50,000

You may want

LETTER1

Where

for ^.V),OIIO,

IS

A

a

gland duets as a thin, yellowish liquid.

young woman hur- As

Backache
All diseasesof Kidneys,
Bladder, Urinary Organs.
Also RUeumatlsm,Back

It quickly loses a large amount of
Its watery elements by evaporation ache.HeartDlsease.Oravel.
Dropsy, Female Troubles.

ried Into the ofllcoof the postmaster at

CURE

asked to have a letter and becomes admixed with dust It
withdrawn
from
the malls. She had forms a thin layer, waxlike In color Don't bocomo discouraged.There is a
ry a One stock of
floated It an hour previously,she said, and consistency, which normally cov- cure for you. if necesMiry write Hr. IVnuor
Hu Ims spent a life time caring Just such
mid since then had learned something era only the outer portion of the canal, cases
us yours. All consultations Free.
in Body and Tapestry Brussels, Axminsters,
about Mr. Blank that Incensed her; that In which the glands are located.
'•Dr. Fon iter's Kidney and HaeloichuCun*
Wilton Velvets, and Ingrains.
This layer of material probably has Is tho cuuso of my hulng allvu to-day. I Imd
therefore she did not want to keep the
proatlyof kidney dlsua-u for yi-nrs
appointmentshe had consented to In its chief function,in common with the siitforud
and reduced In weight to' LD pounds. ) now
weigh Impounds.
the
letter.
Could
she
reclaim
the
misfew
small
hairs
In
the
same
location,
in all sizes, from 75c to $25.
W. II. McUUGIN, Olive Furnace. 0."
slve before It reached the addressee? in protecting the vibratory membrane
Beautiful Art Squares.
Druggists.fiOc..H. Ask for Cook Hook Free.
she Inquired.
—the drum— from the contact of dust.
Bofehna^o?.
UlTIWnillPC Bare Cure. Circular.Dr
in Lace, Chenille, etc.
It is Interestingto observe that the QT
The postmaster referred her to the
dMrllUO UANUClYnn.r. Frrdohln N.Y
superintendent of mails, and within exit of this layer of wax is accomPOU SALK BY
the largest assortment in the city.
match race between Lord Derby, half an hour the letter was picked out plished by nature chieflywith the aid
C. D. SMITH, BrnggM, llollaml.
owned by E. E. Smathers. of New from among thousands of Us mates of the motion communicated to the
York, and Iforalma. of which Thomas and restored to the claimant, who tore ear canal by the movement of the jaw
A select line of Furniture, Pictures, etc.
W. Lawson, of Hoston, Is the owner, it Into bits aud walked out of tho-post- In chewing and talking, a motion readily felt by touching the orifice with
the latter horse sustained an Injury ottiee.
Let us figure with you and show you our lar^e stock in our new which caused him to he drawn in the
The authorities of the postolflce have the finger tip during these processes.
third heat and the race was given to made every provision for absent and The constant Increase of the secretion
store. We can compete with any in price and quality.
Lord Dei^iy.'
tickle minded patrons of the malls. Is therefore provided with a correThe Injury to Iloralnm Is such Among the most Interestingand valu- sponding loss, which takes place almost
that he will probably he prevented able is the process by which a letter as Imperceptibly as the constant loss
from racing for some time to come.
By overreaching(n the second heat, may be reclaimed after It has been of the superficial layer of the sklu from
lusted.
the surface of the body.
It Is thought, he gashed the quarter of
Comparatively few people know that
This explanationserves to make 86 East 24th St., Holland, Midi.
58-00 East Eighth St.
Ida nigh leg badly.
this can be done, and fewer care to clear why the use of oar spoons, pins
CUBA NEEDS THE
take the trouble of going through the or hairpins is unnecessary.The use
ESTIMATES GIVEN.
forms which have been prescribed— of such objects Is not only superfluOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCKIOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOIH) lint 8li<‘Mimt Ask !!«r Uncle Nnmnnl lie- forms which are to a degree cumlier- ous, but It is often the cause of thq
fore She ('it n Morrow the Hum
some and time consuming,hut which, very condition which those who use 2' Good Work Guaranteed.
of £<3,000,000.
nevertheless,are necessary to prevent them would prevent.
Washington. Aug. 5.— Ulllelnl news deception and fraud.
Even too vigorous washing with a
Occasions arise when the writer of twisted cloth or sponge, for example, .(TATE OF M ICH1GAN. Cointy or Ottawa, ks
has been received from Cuba through
At a w-shlou of tin I’rohBteCourt for the
Minister Squlers that the Cuban house an Importantletter desires to with- may result In pushing the wax back County of ottuwn, holdcn at the Probate OlHco,
In the city of Grand Haven, in ‘aid county, on
of representatives has passed a bill draw It before it reaches Us destina- Into the canal until a mass sufficient
Tuesday, tho .’and day of July, In the year
DO
A
LAID ?
authorizing a loan of $;iri,GtH),()00, the tion. Oftentimes additionalknowledge to block the entire opening is accumu- one tbonsind nine hundred and two.
Present,Edward P. Kirby, .fudge of Probate.
If bo, we can do the work and do it right. Our walks will not crack all to pieces senate having previously passed the of a proposed transaction Is acquired
lated.
In the matter of the estate of ElUa Hull Hayand be spoiled. You will save money by callingon us. We will take contracts same bill. The money is to be used after a letter lias been sent to the postThe first intimation of the presence ward, deceased.
to pay the Cuban army and to help office. making it highly desirable that of Impacted wax is often the sudden On readingnud tiling tin* petition,duly verifor any amount of walk. Let us figure with you.
fied,of Carrie E Hull Robinson, daughter and
the planters,and Is to be borrowed la the facts related In the letter do not occurrence of a considerable degree of one of the helm at law of said deceased, repreAIJj OUIt WALKS ARE GUARANTEED.
reach the person for whom they were deafness. This Is most likely to imp- senting that Eliza Hull Hayward, of White
this country.
Plains. In the County of Westchester. State of
Any reports started by our competitors that our material Is not good, is
Under the 1’lntt amendment which originally intended. In case, too. where pun on a damp day or just after or dur- New York, lately died Intestate, leaving estate
simply done for spite.
was passed to more perfectly redeem knowledge of the failure of a mercan- ing a bath. A slight amount of mois- to be administered In the said County of Ottawa, State of Michigan, and praying that the adthe promise of the Teller resolution tile firm or n banking house reaches a ture causes the mass to swell so that ministrationof said estate n ay be granted to
to make Cuba free and Independent, person who lias mailed a cheek or draft the narrow chink previously existing .lohnC. Post.
Thereupon it lt» Ordered,Tim Tuesday the
Cuba cannot borrow this money If the to that concern it is sometimes wise between the mass and the canal Is
19th day of August next, at 10 o'clock in the
United States objects, that amendment to withdraw the letter before It is deforenoon,
be assigned for the hearing of said peclosed. If It is not now removed,the
tition. and that tho heirs at law of said deceased
nrovldingthat "said government livered.
192 West Twelfth Street, Holland.
mass may shrink and the hearing pow- and all oilier persons InterestedIn said ' state
Cuba) shall not assume or contract
The postal authoritieshave n system er be temporarily restored,only to be arc requiredto appear at a sessionof said Court,
Call up either No. 384 or No. 454, Citizens phone.
any public debt to pay the interest
by which such a lettcrmuy be reclaimed lost again when conditions arise caus- then to he holdcn at the Probate Qfllce in tnc
city of Grand Haven, in said county, and show
upon which, and to make reasonable
(MXKKXKHXKKXXXHXMMMHMMMKHMMMJOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOO
sinking fund provision for the ultimate If applicationis made for it before it ing an increase In the size of the mass. cause,if any there be, why-the prayer of the petitioner should not be granted: And it is further
Firm, gentle syringingwith warm ordered,That said petitionergive notice to the
discharge of which, the ordinary rev- Is delivered.Application must he made
in
person.
The
government
provides
a
enues of the island of Cuba, after dewater from a piston ear syringe is usu- persons interestedin said estate, of the pendenfraying the current expenses of the blank upon which the applicant writes ally regarded as the safest and best cy of said petition, aud tho hearing thereof by
causing a copy of thN order to be publlah'-din
government,shall bo inadequate.”
the address that is given on the letter. method of removing the mass, the the Ottawa County Times, ft newspaperprinted
If that letter lias not left the postotlice, handlingof which had better be in and circulated In said comity of Ottawa, for
three succ' s-ive weeks previous to said day of
DR. W. M. BEARDSHEAR DEAD the superintendentof mails finds it and
EDWARD P KIRBY.
trusted to a physician or trained nurse,
(A true copy, Attest
Judge of Probate,
compares the address on the envelope if possible.— Youth’s Companion.
1*1 euldciitof Iowa Stm*. Collruo uutl
Fanny Dickinson, Probate Clerk. 28-30
with the address on the applicant’s
u N 41(4*41 Ohinttor IMi** 11* ItcMiill
slip. If the addressesare Identical, the
4>f P«4)i*V4Hii4
rrontriitnni.
CJ TATE OF MICH IGAN, County ok Ottawa,ss.
letter Is returned to the claimant and
O At tt session of the rrolm’t*Court for the
Des Moines. la.. Aug. 5. — Dr. Wil- the authoritieskeep the slip as a re*
County of Ottawa bohlen nt the Probate Ofllco.
In making any sauce put the flour In the City of Grand Haven, In said county,on
liam M. Beonlsbear. president of the ceipt.
and butter in together,and your sauce Tuesday,the 22nd day of July, In tiie year
Iowa State college at Ames, died
252
opposite Park.
To reclaim a letter sent out of the ofone thousand nine hundred and two.
will not be lumpy.
Present.Edward P. Kirby.Judge of Probate
early in tiie morning as the result of fice the writer must fill ’out the preA heavy salad is always out of place In the matter of the estate of Calvin J
Citizens Phone 32S.
nervous prostration while attending scribed blank and deposit *1 for teleChurch, deceased.
the meeting of the National Educa- grams. The superintendent of mails In an elaborate dinner. Mayonnaise is On reading and tiling the petition,duly verified,of Seth Nibbellnk.Administrator of the estional association at Minneapolis a then telegraphsthe postotlice to which, permissible, but French dressing is tale of said deceased, praying for the examinamonth ago. Dr. Beardshearwas pres- the letter lias been sent and asks him better.
tion and allowance of his final account as such
Gasoline Engines, Steam Engines and Boilers, and
ident of the association.
If corned beef is very red, which ndminlstnilor,that he may he dieciinrcedfrom
to return it. When it reaches him, he
his trust, have bis bond cancelled, and said esMr. Beardshearwas one of the foremeans it is very salt, put it to cook In tate closed.
kinds of Machinery repaired.
most educators in Iowa. Prior to as- compares the addresses, and if they cold water. This draws out a portion Thereupon It Is Ordered, That Tuesday, tiie
19th day of August, next, at 10 o'clock in tho
suming the presidencyof the State are ulil> he returns the letter to the of the salt.
forenoon,be assigned for the hearing of said jre
also Sharpen
Mowers.
Agricultural college, ten years ago. he applicant. The expense of telegraphtitlon, and that the heirs at law of said deceased,
When croquette mixtures are too wet and all other persons InterestedIn said estate
was superintendent of schools for ing Is deductedfrom the deposit,and
DONE. West Des Moines. Before that he had the balance is returned.
to mold and shape, put in more chop- are requiredto appear at « sessionof -aid Court,
tobe holden at the Probate Office in the
been president of Western college at
This involves a study of handwrit- ped meat or fish or in a desperate case then
City of Grand F 'll. In said county, and -how
Tallin, la. When he liecame head of ing. If there is a noticeabledifference finely pounded breadcrumbs.
cause, if any
be. why the prayer of the peAlso, Naptha Launch which can be chartered by the day or hour.
titioner shoulr t be granted: And it is furthe state college It was less than half in the little things which are ebaracIn making custard for lemon pies
ther Ordered, .... said petitioner
give notice to
Its present size, its growth being due
teristic—the manner of crossing the is better to partly bake the crust be
tiie personsinterestedIn said estate, of the penin large part to his elforts.
dency
of
said petition, ami the hearing thereof
“t’s" or the dotting of tiie "i’s” or the fore adding the mixture so that it may
by causing a copy of this order tobe published
UiimHii f.'iitliolliti T.-ikttAction.
peculiar little flourishes which are not be absorbed by the paste.
In the Ottawa County Times, a newspaper printand circulatedin said county of Ottawa for
Milwaukee.
At a meeting made after a name— the letter is not
GingerbreadIs Improved by adding ed
three successive weeks previous to said day of
of representativesof the Roman Cath- delivered to the claimant. In cases to it, when mixing, a cupful of chop
EDWARD P. KIRBY.
olics of this city, held at St. .John's cawhere letters are addressedby type- ped prunes. Use the juice of the (A true copy. Attest.) Judge of Probate.
Fanny Dickinson. Probate Clerk. 28-30
thedral hull, it was decided to send
writer it Is impossible to identifythe prunes instead of water and mix the
delegates to the meeting of the Amerdough a little suffer.
ican Federation of C.ith te societies, applicant in this way.
When the claimant is a well known
Fried breakfast bacon is much imwhich will soon open h i .lie.igu. The
representatives of the Milwaukee so- business man. however, personally proved If cooked in some of the bacon
cieties witt attend the meeting for the known to the postal authorities,let- fat saved from the previous day. There
purpose of learning the objects of the ters are sometimes returned upon ids should be just enough for the bacon to
federation. They will then report to mere request, a receipt, however, being float in. and it must be hot before the
becomes languid, Irritableaud detheir societies, when those, if they ap- asked
spondent, through loss of nerve vigor.
rashers are added. Cook three minprove of the objects set forth, may
Life seems a mockery. The courage,
At the New York postotlice, accord- utes.
join the federation.
force, vigor and action which characing to the first assistant postmaster,
\VhH«!»u-Ktihl at Oynter Huy.
terize full-blooded
men, are lacking.
the average number of letterswith“Stonewall” JnckNon'M HaptUm.
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WORK PROMPTLY
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Aug.
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hearing.

Finest'-*®^

A

MAN

Ice-Creai Soda

N.

Best Fruits

Oyster Bay.
Aug. 5.— Whitelaw Reid and Mrs. Reid were guests
of the president and Mrs. Roosevelt
at Sagamore Hill. They arrived in the
bay on the yacht Electric,owned by
Elbridge T. Gerry, whose guests they
were. The party landed alsmt noon
at the .1. West Roosevelt pier and were

Hot Coffee and

Bakery Hunch.

driven to the president'scountry borne.
Later the three guests were .Joined by
ArchbishopRyan of Philadelphia,who
made the fourth guest at luncheon.
Siul th I/4‘Mrn«

CITY BAKERY
WILL BOTSPORD,
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN,

of Hit Fan*.

San Francisco, Aug. 2.— General Jacob Smith arrived yesterday from
Manila on the transi>ort Thomas. lie
positivelyrefused to say anything for
publication,and would not even allow
reporters to approach him. Through
his aide, Lieut. M. II. Shields. General Smith said that be would not lie
interviewed.He did not know that
be bad l>ecn retired until he arrived
here, when In* was oltlclally Informed
of the fact He was bard hit.

Prop.
U. S. A.

Outlin-akIn llaytl Over.

i
i
!

Read the

OmWA

COUNTY TIMES

drawn each week

is ten. Most of these
are from the domestic mails. Few are
from the city mulls, because the letters are collected so frequently and
deliveredso quickly tluit there Is little
chance of “catching” a letter in the

Robert E. Lee and Thomas Jonathan
(“Stonewall") Jackson were once stationed at Fort Hamilton, New York
harbor, the former while it was being
built Jackson was baptized at old St
.Fohn’s church at Fort Hamilton,aud
have kindled the light of hope in many
office.
the records contain the following en
a man’s face. They bring vigor to the
Occasionally letters which have been try: “On Sunday, 29th of April, 1849,
weak aud ambition to the despondent.
addressed to foreign countries arp 1 baptized Thomas Jonathan Jackson
They permanentlycheck the weakasked to be returned. In such a case major In the United States army; sponening drains, feed the nerves, enrich
a dcjxjslt of $25 is required to cover sors, ColonelsTaylor and Dlmmick
the blood and make men over generally.
the expense of telegraph and cable also of the army.” The baptismal font
toils. Letters addressedto points in used for this ceremony is still pre81 00 per box : 6 boxes $5.00. With a
85.00 order we issue a written guaranalmost every country on the face of served.— New Orleans Times-Democrat
tee to refund the money if no cure be
the earth may be reclaimed in tills way
effected. Book free. I’kal Medicine
Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
if applicationIs made before the misNo Excum?.
sive is delivered to the addressee.
A member of a volunteer lire brigade Sold by Heber Walsh, Druggist, Holland.
Great Britain, however, takes the did not appear on the scene of the constand that a letter when once dropped flagrationuntil after tiie fire was unDoes your Stomach trouble you? Are your
in a mail box becomes the proi>erty of der control. He was severely taken to
Bowels regular? A re you BHUous?
the addressee, but makes exception in account by tiie chief for thus neglect
the cases of the Cape sad Australian lag his duty.
Bllliousness,
Headache.
colonics. Why this exception the local
“1 could not help it," replied the lire 25c per bottle at Heber Walsh's Drug Store.
postal authoritiesdo not knew.— New man. "I live a long way from the
York Times.
fire.”
tu sc Hull GootlH

SY-RE-CO

Washington, Aug. SL— -CaptainMe“That’s no excuse," snapped
Crea. of the gunboat Macblus, lias
The («4>ld l*lone«r».
chief. "You must move nearer
raided the navy department that the
roverty btiH bmi the common lot of next fire.”— London Answers.
outbreakIn llaytl Is practicallyover.
The cablegram which is dated Cape tho gold pioneers. Marshall and Sutllaytlen, Aug. 4 is as follows: "After ter, who found the precious metal In
Two AMpeotn.

you are looking foi’ base bull gooda,
have the most, complete lino
of Spalding’s base ball goods ever shown
in the city.
S. A. Martin,
can love
North East cor. Eighth and Kiver

Interviewing authoritiesasjswlt of af- California;Fnirwcather, the prospector
Bonham— I believe a woman
fairs appears more satisfactory. Nu- of Alder gulch; Russell and Gregory,
two men at the same time.
tionalesare well armed. UHs-ls have
tire pioneers of Colorado-all died i>oor.
Mrs. Benham— If she Is a married
been driven from criticalpositions.
Comstock, who unearthed the Corn- woman, she has to try to.
Little enthusiasm. No furtlwr danger
stock lode, the richest sliver vein, comBenham— What do you mean?
of serious disturbances."
mitted suicide because of his hard
Mrs. Benham— She has to try to love
FlevatorAttiu-kiMlliy Fin*.
luck.
her husband, and he isn't tiie same
Chicago. Aug. 4. — Fire attacked the
man when they have company that be
grain elevator owned by John .1. BadNot More Money.
Is when they haven’t any.— Brooklyn
enoch & Cxt. at Seventeenth street and
He (bftterly)-Youranswer would be Life.
Walloon court and did a damage of
different If 1 were rich enough to
$75,000 to (‘levator and stock. The eleshower
you with golden eagles.
Pay Your Debts.
vator was stocked with malt and
Sbe-It might be different possibly.
mustard seed valued at $00,000.
“No, sir." declaredGazzan as he
If you ebould cover me so completely
warmed up to his subject "you'll never
Fire In mi Iowa Town.
that 1 couldn't see.— New York Week- be happy so long as you are In debt
Ottumwa. la., Aug. 5.— Fire of unPay your debts. 8 way back; pay your
known origin burned the major jwr*
debts.”
tion of the business district of Lucan
If you discover that you have made
“But I have no money,” said SwayLoss Is estimated at $30,000. Fire
companies from surrounding towns a mistake,don't stubbornly Insist upon buck.
saved the place from entire destruc- keeping It op; let go and run.-Atcbi“Then borrow tt”— Detroit Free
son Globe.
tion.
Press.

ly*

This Year.
*

I

__

If

call in, 1

stroeti*.

GK.NKItAI. It F. PA

I

It

SHOP.

Any person desiring any work done
auch as repairingsowing machines,
locks, guns, umbrellas, or small machinery of any kind, call at John F.
Zalsman,in the building formerly occupied by D. DeVries, corner River
and Ninth streets, Holland. Mich.

FKKTIMZEK.
Farmers should now get their fertilizer. I have the Northwestern and also Swift’s, for corn and other crops, and
alse a specialfertilizer for sugar beets.
It can be purchased of me or from Bert
Tinholt at Graafscbap.
B. J. Albers.
Overisel, Mich.

The second special election for the

Drink F. M. C. Coffee*.

You Can’t

Born, to Mr. and Mr*. Jacob Ver Hal, bonding of the village for light and
water work* was held in Zeeland TuesEast Eighth itreet— ason.

James WestVeer
light rentals for the

Afford

collected $1,003.23

month

day. The propositioncarriedby

a vote

SPECIALS

of 212 to 83.
of June.

Mr. and Mrs. Con De Free are happy

Bids will be received at the office of
Architect Price at 5 o'clock

over the arrivalof a son.

p.

m

,

Aug.

15, for the erection of a residencefor j.

To

take risks with your eyesight.

Grand temperancemeeting at the M.
A. Vanderveen. Plana can be seen at
E. church next Sunday night. Don't
tho officeof Mr. Prloe.
miss

At the

first

sign of distress in

your eyes, come to us for sclan*

it.

Specialfast cars leave Mtatawa Park
Head the new ad of Devrlea, the don*
every morning for Grand Baplds, maktlst. He can save you money on good

an hour and twenty minutes.
address and the '’chalk-talk” The car* leave the park at 5:85, 6:35 and
next Sunday night at the M. E. church ?:3o and have been placed lo operation
will be worth listeningto.
especiallyto accommodate the Grand
city in

and properly The

fitting glasses.

Your eyes must last

for years.

Rev. J. Groce of

Grand Rapids

this,

ly cared for

We

they must be proper-

NOW.

are capable and

Reformed church of

this city.

The program for the temperance who is interested In fruit growing,
M. E. church Sunday either on a large or small acale. Par-

meeting at the

helped?

evening will be rendered entirely by

ties desiring a copy can call for

local talent.

office.

it

at

our

People who reside on the rural routes
the Holland postofilcclor the week ending soon to be established need not he in a
Aug. 8: Miss ElizabethEkkens, Mrs. hurry to order mall boxos. P. Hoeksima is agent for the Adrian Bond Steel
Ray Randolph.
Box Co., and will have an agent call on
Preparations are already in progress
patrons along these routes. The boxes
to make the coming county fair one of
are giving the best of satisfaction where
the most successful ever hold. Several
List of advertised letters at

EXAMINATION FREE.
SATISFACTION til ARANTEEO.

W.

R.

STEVENSON improvementsare being made

at the

Holland.

24 Hast KlRhth Street.

Tasteful

JewelryT.
DIAMONDS
SILVERWARE

WATCHES
CLOCKS
You

're interestedin Jewelry.

Everything that glitters is
not genuine.

befooled unless

It's easy to

you know.
What
quality

ire sell

you

satisfaction in

its

ownership.

Repairing a specialty
tested

new

Raalte, one of the

_

Pretty designs, good size, extra heavy, special price, while they

7

5 cents.

Hose

Ladies’

most popular young ladiea of this city,
will leave for

the

Ribbed, extra

Phillippines next

elastic, spliced heel

and toe, fast black, special, at

bridge over the Kalamazoo river be
tween Saugatuck aud Douglas. The will become the bride of S.O. Reimold.
formerly principalof our High school.
work wiil not commence till fall.
Several very pretty social functions
David De Bruyn of Zeeland, was wedwere given the past couple of weeks in
ded to Miss Henrietta Bosch, the
honor of Miss Van Raalte.
youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Harm Bosch of Bass River, on Wednes- The news of the death of John Verwey, formerly a student at the Western
day.
TheologicalSeminary, was received
John Roost, formerly of Holland, emhere this week. Deceasedwas 36 yea’ s
ployed as a brakeman on the Fere Marold. Last year he left for his home in
quette railway, will today be united in
the Netherlands, having been obliged
marriage to Miss Anna Ovlatt of Tra-

15 cents.
41 East Eighth Street,

HOLLAND.

to discontinue bis studies owing to ill

verse City.

A delightfullawn party took place
last Friday evening at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. George W. Browning, in bon
or of Miss Nina Wilde of Detroit. Several excellent musical numbers were
executed, both vocal and instrumental.

health. He died at

Ooltgensplaat,

Netherlands, on July 21st. Many of his
friendsin Holland will be grieved to
learn of his death.
Oscar By

THE FEMININE MIND;

ms returned Tuesday from

GENERAL ITEMS.

EXCURSIONS

At a meeting of the directors of the

tome Mee Think They Fathom Btr
VIA TUB
Rescue Life Boat company of Hopkins
hut They Are Mlataken.
intended the construction of a large
Several new referancebooks have
A man can very seldom tell what is Station, held in Muskegon, July 24, the
sorghum mill He will go to Msrseils,
passing
In a woman's mind. He talks organization was perfected and plans
been added to the public libraryrecent111., next Tuesday, where be will put up
NIA4.AU A KALI.S. S5.H5.
with another man, aud he can follow outlined for future business.The dily. including 10 volumes of the Litera paper mill. Later he will return to
ALKXANhltlA
is AY, ?.l‘*33.
his processes; he gets his point of rectors present were Capt. R. D. Mayo,
ature of All Nations, 8 volumes of the
TOKOXTO, ONT.. t*KK.%.
Independencewhere a paper mill is to view; he can mid between the lines;
Cap’t. C. A. McLeod, George A. Abbott.
MONTliKAL, OUK , 816.00. f
Twentieth Century Encyclopedia,10
be put up in connection with the sorg- he can make a shrewd guess as to
William Carpenter, Frank Alberts and
THURSDAY.
AUGUST 14. Had
volumes of the World’s History and its
urn mill. The waste fiber of the sorg- how he came to say that or why he
Manager F. Walters. C. T. Lamour,
Makers, and a 10 volume Encyclopedia
, Abov* low rate is offered for excurum cane is utilized to make a water- refrained from saying tho other, says
an attorney, representedseveral Chi- sion to points named, via following
of United States History. The refertins Watchman.
proof paper which is very fine for the
Independence, Kansas, where he super-

free;

e

But a woman's mental processes are cago capitalists.The company has alnot
those of a man. Her mental ma- ready purchased a two-story building,
nually becoming more valuable.
says that Kansas will grow the largest
chinery is geared differently.You hear 59x86 feet in dimensions at Hopkins,
The pickle season is on in full swing corn crop this season known for years.
what she tells you. You can make in- arfd decided to build another structure
and
every day hundreds of bushels of
3G East Eighth St.
“VenetianEvening” was carried out ferences from it They will be wrong of concrete,two stories la bight, 50 x 100
pickles are brought to the Heinz salting
at the resorts last night, and. ^prettier because you do not know bow she feet, costing$15,000, to be completedbeplant. The pickles are uncommonly
came to say what she did; you do not
scene could not have been offered to the
fore December 1, this year. The comgood this year. The heavy rains have
have the dew. Try to guess what she
hundreds of spectators that thronged
will say next and you will find that pany has a monopoly on this line, havcaused them to grow thick on the high
the shore of Macatawa Bay at every reing patents in thirteen countries, and
you
are all at sea.
lands, while very few fields have sufsort and that filled every availaUe The man who says that he under- is capitalized at $1,000,000,of which
fered from too much water. If good
space on the broad verandas of the ho- stands woman is himself a woman. $558,000 is paid in. Several transatDon’t miss the music at the M. E. weather prevailsfor a while, the crop
tels and cottages that offered a good No man cun understand a woman. He lantic steamship companies have signiwill surpass all previous records.
church Sunday night.
view of the bay. Scores of launches, may love her. There may exist be- fied their intention of trying the boats,
Last Friday night John Pierson, row boats and sailing yachts skimmed tween his soul and hers that indeMr. and Mrs. Gerrit Klaassen rejoice
and the company has already booked
much the worse for drink, got badly the water, gaily decked with Japanese finable and celestial sympathy which
at the arrival of a daughter.
many orders for early delivery.
Is the sweetest thing on earth, but be
A son arrived last Saturday at the mixeuupas to the rights of property lanterns. Lanterns were stretched does not understand her.
The Mayo Life boat has for several
home of Mr. and Mrs. Marten Brouwer, in a civilized town. He tried to gei along the shore encirclingthe bay and
Her mental operation, her ways of weeks been lying in Black Lake, near
into the house of John Yonkers on Fair- gleamed in the groves and on. the
East Seventeenthstreet.
thought, her point of view, will always the Chicago docks.
banks avenue in his mad rush to escape porches and everywhere. The whole be ns' inscrutableto him as the mental
Twenty-nine marriages licenses were
from his supposed pursuers. Officer made up as pretty a naval scene ae was processes of an angel. Whether wom- The Grand Haven Press is mightily
issued in this county in July as against
stirredup because Holland is after the
Brown was summoned and Pierson was ever witnessed at the resorts.
en understandeach other is not quite
31 the same month last year.
certain. A greater part of the delight naval training station which the govtaken to the lock-up Lo cool off. The
ernment is about to establishalong one
Rev. Thomas Campbell of Lake View,
next day he appeared before the justice
Du Mez Bros, are advertisingspecials that men find in the companionshipof
occupied the Methodist church pulpit
women
arises from their inscrutability. of the great lakes. Well, that’s the
this week, in corsets at 50 cents, hosiery
but was let off on suspended sentence.
Yon cannot measure or exhaust them. way, Grand Haven has always been
Sunday evening.
There were twelve applicants up for at 15 cents, bed spreads at 75> cents, Their charming inconsequence,ns
slightlyjealousof tbe continued prosSheritTDykhuis arrested a man by
examinationlast Friday before special special values. Read their ad, on last it seems to you, will never cease to
perity of her hustling sister town. As
the name of Ely. wanted for wife deagent Robarts of the rural free delivery page.
puzzle you, and every fresh conversalong as a bus line is the most conspisertion at St. Joe. in Holland last Saturtion reveals a noVfclty of attitude or
system. The examinationwas held in
cuous
method of public conveyance
The idea that glasses are unbecom- opinion.
day.
the High school room through the
through
a town the size oi Grand HaAt the Methodist church last Sunday courtesy of the Board of Education. ing is disproved every day by the apven,
there
is little to brag’.about.
VICTOR HUGO.
twenty-nine new members were admit- The applicantswere Albert De Vries, pearance of the many personswhom W.
Grand
Haven
is to have a free street
ted to full membership and 23 on pro- John H. Van Lente, Arthur Prins, Pe- R. Stevenson, the optician, has fitted. The Quiet Wn> In Which He nnllted
fair
and
carnival
next week, after
He
is very carefulto have the frame of
bation.
the Theatrical ManafrorM.
ter Stegenga, Henry K. Fortuin, Wtu.
which the jolly carnival company will
the right size and shape for the face and
Here arc Die methods which Dumas
The Citizens' telephone company has Welters, Beuj. Wolters, John Van den
the lenses exactly suited to the eyes, so the elder and Victor Hugo employed carry away the cash and the merchants
issued a new complete exchange; direc- Berg, Anthony Roshach, Dick Costing,
that the glasses are never a detriment when they laid a new play to offer to of tbe town will wonder what on earth
tory. The directoryalsocontainsa list Albert Kleis and Albert Rooks.
to the appearance, while they add im- the theater. Dumas would write to the caused them to ilirt with a carnival
of tho physician? and surgeons, fire
Last Thursday evening the marriage mensely to the comfort and correctness directorof the Porte St. Martin:
company for a whole week.
alarm boxes and the Zeeland exchange.
My Dear Friend—I shall bring you on
of Miss Johanna Van jGoor and Henry of your vision.
Monday a play In five acts. 1 ahaJl need
R. .1. H. Hardin will preach Sunday K. Fortuin took place at the home of
Mile. Georges,Mine. Dorval, Bocoge,
Mother;, lose their dread for “that
morning in the M. E. church. He is the bride’s father,Rev. K. Van Goor.
Our enterprising dry goods merchant Lockroy, Provost and five new scenes.
terrible second summer” when they
pastor of the Christian church in Lib- There was a large number of friends John Vandersluis will enlarge his presThis extravagancewould alarm the have Dr. Fowlers Extract of Wild
erty, Mo., and comes highly recom- present from this city, Grand Rapids, ent store by building on the rear of the director, who would put off the produc- Strawberry in the house. Nature's
specific for summer complaints of every
mended as a pastor.
Detroit and other places. A sister of store next to him, now occupied by H. tion of the play till better days.
Then
Victor Hugo would appear and sort.
As fall plowing is at hand farmers the bride, Miss Clara Van Goor, was W. Kiekintvold, and then connect the

G. H.

use of butchers and grocers. Mr.

Byras

HUIZINGA

LOCALISMS.

routes:

Niagara Falls, N. Y*., Pore Marquette
to Detroit; Michigan Central to the
Falls; or Detroit and Buffalo Steamers
to the Falls, via Buffalo.
AlexandriaBay, Pere Marquette to
Detroit: Michigan Central to Niagara
Falls: New York- Central to Clayton:
Thousand Island* Steamboat Company
to destination;or Detroit and Buffalo
Steamer to Buffalo;* New York Central
to Clayton; Thousand Islands Steamboat Company to destination.
Toronto or Montreal. Pere Marquette
to Detroit;Canadian Pacificto destination.
All returning by same route.
Good for return passage on trains
reaching Detroit not later than August
26th, 1902.
For full particulars, see bills, or inquire of ticket
3™

agent.

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
EXCURSION.
The college that stands at the head
of such institutions in the United
States. You ought to go t

FRIDAY. AUGUST

_

SHREWD

are in need of a good article should

maid of honor arid a brother,

Andrew

of James Kole in this issue. Van Goor of Detroit, was groomsman.
handles the well known Bem^nt Mr. and Mrs. Fortuin will be at home
plow, an implement which is second to after August 15, at College avenue and

read the ad

He

none on the market. Call at Mr. Hole’s Sixth streets.
shop for further information.

Miss Anna E. Floyd of this city, func-

A

runaway took place on Eighth tioned as clergyman at a recent mockTuesday morning.The horse ran wedding held iti one of the co-ed halls
the rig againsta telegraph pole at the at the University of Chicago a few days
corner of Eighth street and College ago. The wedding took place at midavenue and pulled itself lose from the night and all the parties, groom, best
vehicle. After sprintingdown College man and preacher, were co-eds. It is
avenue a few blocks tho animal was stated in the dispatches that “the cerefinally caught. Not much damage was mony was conducted solemnly and in
street

done.

the most approved

Miss Blanche Brown was injured last ceremony all sat
Saturday evening by a team that be- breakfast.

came unmanageable at the approach of
the street car. She was crossing the
street at the corner of Eighth and River
streets, in company with Miss Florence
Kruisenga. They were obliged to wait
for a passing street car. An unknown
man attempted to drive past with a
team of horses. The animals became
unmanageable and Miss Brown was
dragged under the vehicle. She was
quite seriouslyinjured but is nicely im*
proving.

manner.” After the
down to a wedding

and

promises to arrest anyone who is found
riding on his bike over the sidewalks in

MILWAUKEE EXCURSION,
AUGUST

21.

4^

The

most delightful outing of the
year. You ought to go. Train will
leave Holland at 12:45 a. m. Round
trip rate $2\oQ. See posters, or ask
agents for

particulars.

30-31

PETOSKEyT CHARLEVOIX,
TRAVERSE CITY.
Annual low rate excursions will be
run this year, as follows:
September 2nd, from stations on former F. & P. M. R. R., including1^,Septeraber 3rd. from stations on former D. G. R. & W. R. R.
September Oih, from stationson former C. & W. M. R’y.
Rates will be .sumo as in previous

shyly draw a manuscript out of his
years.
pocket He would agree to everything.
Ice Cream Soda.
Return limit ten days after day of
Mr. Vandersluis a room 22 x 28 and will Tho stock company would play his
The purest ice cream soda, all tho sale. For details, see agents. *30
be used as an exclusive cloak room. piece admirably,since all he wanted latest flavors, now to be had at
When finishedit will make one of the was a good ensemble; no new decoraS. A. Martin's,
See the soldiers in camp at
North-cast eor. Eighth and River sts.
finest cloak rooms in the city, well tions would bo needed nor any change
lighted and all on the ground floor. Mr. at all.
SUNDAY, AUGUST 17.
KuinmiT Complaint.
hk) the piece would be read, and ns
Vandersluis will at once begin a great
Train will leave Holland at 6:00 a. m.
the roles were distributedHugo would
If the stomach and bowels are free
Rato $2 00. See posters or ask agents
alterationsale in order to dispose of tho
say musingly, "Dieu, how fine Freder- from gaseous and sour lluid accumula- for
30.31
present stock as much as posable. Read
ick would lx; in that part!" "That is tions and the habits regular, your chilhis ad for more particulars.
true," Uorel would murmur, and a few dren will go through the heated term
MUSKEGON and PENT WATER,
days after Ik; would announce that without sickness. Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup
SUNDAY AUGUST 10.
Itching piles? Never mind if every- Frederick was engaged.'Hugo would Pepsin correctsall such troubles by rething else failed to cure you. Try Doan’s then remonstratethat this destroyed moving the obscure cause and keeps the
Train will leave Holland at 8:20 a. m.
Ointment. No failure there. 50 cents, the oqulpose of the cast and Kaucourt, system in perfect working order.
Rate 50 cents and $1.00. See posters, or
at any drug store.
ask agents for particulars. 29-30
Laferriere and Mile. Georges would be
Work
Horne
For
Kale.
engaged. Then Hugo would attack the
Ice Cronin Sodn.
MODERN WOODMEN,
A good work horse for sale at $75. A
The purest ice cream soda, all the stage setting.Old scenes, that the public had tired of, were almost an insult bargain for anyone who needs a work
latest flavors, now to be had at
BASKET
*
to these great artists. If Horel showed horse. For particulars call on or adS. A. Martin's,
GRAND
RAPIDS,
North-east cor. Eighth and River *ts. reluctance at tills, Hugo would threat- dress Herman Wolters, FillmoretownSATURDAY. AUGUST 16.
en to witlxlruw his piece. And so the ship, P. O. Holland.
Buy F. M. C. Coffees.
Train
will leave Holland at 8:00 a. m.
game vroukl go on, till little by little,
Hugo liad obtained everything he’ Henry L. Shattuck of ShelUburg, Rate 50 cents. See posters, or ask
two by a large arch. This will give

S

MANISTEE, *

particulars.

any part of the city. This spring the

Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera an Diar- wanted, even to changing tho paper
be rhoea Remedy has a world wide repu- bangings in the stage boxes.
cause of the continuous rains which tation for its cures. It never fails and
turned the streets into rivorlets or stag- is pleasant and safe to take. For sale
If it wasn’t popular, if it wasn’t loved
nant pools and made it almost impos- by Heber Walsh, Holland; Van Bree & by the people, why do dealerssas? “We
have something just as good as the
sible to ride a wheel through the city Sons, Zeeland.
Madison Medicine Co’s. Rocky Mounwithout resorting to the use of the sidetain Tea.” Think it over. 35 cents.
walk as a highway.
Call for F. M. C. Coffees.
Haan Bros.
violation has been specially heavy

30-31

PICNIC,

Marshal Kamferbeek is after the violators of the city bicycleordinance

22..

Train will leave Holland at 8:00 a. m.
Rate $1.50. See posters,or ask agents.

.

who

last,

Tuesday, where, upon her arrival,she

ence department of the library is an-

hii

Van

Bed Spreads

Pere Marquette

is of first

and you have extreme

Eyes

William Van Aurooy has secured the
contract to drive the piles for the

they were sold last year.
Miss Julia

fair grounds.

SCIENTIFIC OPTICIAN.

medium

50 cents.

Through the courtesy of Cbas. E.
Bassett of Fennvlllc, secretary of the

Hans Dykhuis has a stone pile gang statu horticulturalsociety, we have n
now numbering six. The hoboes seem ceived fifty copies of the reports of the
ready to to strike Grand Haven as a last resort. society. These are valuable to anyone

you ready to be

help you; are

A new line just in of the famous R. & G. Corsets, in short and
lengths, white and grey, extra good value, at

has Rapids business men.

declined the call to the First Christian

To do

Corsets and Girdles

ing the distance from the ta$rt to that

dental work.

title examination

!

.

Iowa, was cured of a stomach trouble
with which he

had been

agents for

affiicted for

particulars.

29-30

Hase Hall Goods.

years, by four boxes of Chamberlain’s

you are looking for base ball goods,
Stomach and Liver Tablets. He had call in, I have the most complete line
previously tried many other remedies of Spalding’sbase ball goods ever shown
and a number of physicians without re- in the city.
. S. A. Martin,
lief. For sale by Heber Walsh, HolNorth East cor. Eighth and River
land; Van Broe & Sons, Zeeland.
streets.
If

1

